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ABSTRACT

This thesis discusses the development of a two degree-of-freedom impedance

controlled manipulandum to study human motor learning. In parlicular, the focus was to

develop a low-cost altemative to the traditionally expensive manipulandum systems. The

design and verification of the mechanical and software components of the manipulator

were completed with the aim of applying the system to several specific experimental

situations.

The experimental work consisted of studying motor adaptation during reaching

movements in the presence of viscous force fields. The primary difference between this

work and previous experiments is that the focus was on reaching movements in a more

natural arm orientation, rather than in the traditional 90' abduction setup. Specif,rcally,

the presence of an internal model for adaptation is verifìed by studying the after-effects of

adaptation. Learning generalization based on reaching direction was analyzed to verif,

the large receptive field of the basis functions of this internal model. Finally, a study of

adaptation to a random force field was performed to determine how recent motor

memories contribute to the performance on a specific movement trial.

In addition to this experimental work, a pilot study was performed to examine the

effect of Parkinson disease on motor learning. The initial results suggested that

Parkinson disease does not significantly impair the patient's ability to construct an

internal model of their predicted arm dynamics.
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2-DOF Impedance Controlled Manipulandum Ch. l: Introduction

C}IAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

l.l Introduction

In recent years, the field of human motor control research has involved the study

of how people learn and adapt to novel environments. In particular, there has been much

focus on the performance of voluntary upper limb reaching movements in the presence of

viscous force fìelds. Such motor learning experiments have been used to study

adaptation to different types of environments, as well as the generalization of such

adaptation to other situations.

1.2 Motivation

Motor learning research has several motivating factors, including the desire to

further understand the neural mechanisms involved in human motor control. Also, with

such an understanding, the development of tools and experiments for the early detection

of motor impairments, or for the rehabilitation of such impairments is a major motivation

in this field. Specific to the work in this thesis, the motivation was to develop a capable

low cost robotic manipulandum and to use this system to study motor adaptation in a

more natural arm configuration than previous studies. Also, the focus of this work will

eventually lead to the study of the motor learning aspects of Parkinson disease, with the

aim of possibly developing diagnostic or rehabilitative tools.

-l-



2-DOF Impedance Controlled Manipulandum Ch. 1: Introduction

1.3 Goals and Objectives

The objective of this thesis is to design and implement an impedance controlled

robotic manipulator that can be used to perform human motor control studies. In

pafiicular, the designed system is intended to be a lower-cost system compared to those

currently in use elsewhere fFaye86]. The experiments perfbrmed are primarily intended

to demonstrate that this less expensive manipulandum system can obtain comparable

results to past experiments. With these experiments complete, this thesis has the goal of

introducing a pilot study on the motor adaptation performance of a patient with Parkinson

disease.

1.4 Scope

The scope of this thesis encompasses the design and implementation of the

robotic manipulandum, with an additional focus on the experimental application of this

system to study human motor learning and generalization.

1.5 Organization of Report

This manuscript is divided into nine sections. This first chapter has presented an

introduction to the content, goals, motivation and scope of the project. Chapter two

presents background material related to human motor control and motor leaming

necessary for understanding the concepts addressed in the experimental sections. The

third chapter explains the background material on robotics required for the design aspects

of the project. Chapter four discusses the design of the kinematics and mechanics of the

robotic aspects of this work. Chapter five describes the design of the impedance

.,



2-DOF Impedance Controlled Manipulandum Ch. 1: Introduction

controller software and experimental interfaces. The system verification is discussed in

the sixth chapter. Chapter seven presents the design of motor control experiments, while

the results of these experiments are discussed in the following eighth chapter. Chapter

nine, the final chapter, draws conclusions based on the previous chapters' results and puts

fofth recomrnendations for futule work.

-3-



2-DOF Impedance Controlled Manipulandum Ch.2: Motor Learning Background

CTIAPTER II

MOTOR LBARNINIG BACKGROUND

2.1. The Iluman Motor System

The human motor system is responsible for the control of goal-directed voluntary

movements. These movements involve the selection of a task or action to be performed,

the planning of forces required to execute this task and finally the coordination of such

forces to put this motor plan into action. This section briefly presents the components of

the motor system and then discusses different aspects of the motor control process.

2.1.1 Motor System Components

The human motor system is composed of two major components, the peripheral

and central motor systems. The peripheral motor system consists of muscles, motor

neurons and muscle afferents. The skeletal muscles are the force-generating actuators of

the motor control system while the motor neuron is the control interface from the central

nervous system to the muscle. Nerve impulses (action potentials) travel from the spinal

cord to the muscles through the motor neurons. These electrical signals cause the actin

and myosin proteins that make up the fibers of the muscle to slide with respect to each

other, resulting in the contraction of the muscle. Since the muscle can only generate

force by contraction, it can only generate force in one direction. For this reason muscles

work in agonist-antagonist pairs, such as the biceps and triceps of the upper arm. The

agonist muscle is the primary mover, while the antagonist muscle provides a stabilizing

force. Muscle afferents are neurons that innervate muscles and provide the central

-4-



2-DOF Impedance Controlled Manipulandum Ch.2: Motor Learning Background

nervous system (CNS) with information regarding the length and force of a given muscle

[BaDe85].

The central motor system contains elements throughout the CNS including the

motor cortex, basal ganglia, brain stem and spinal cord. The role of the CNS is to plan

the forces for a desired movement and to determine the required control signals to be sent

to the peripheral motor system. For a more complete discussion of the central motor

system and its components, the reader is directed to [WiSh01].

2.l.2Forward and Inverse Problems

In order to perform desired tasks with a multi-segment articulated limb such as

the human arm the controller must solve both the forward and inverse problems. The

forward problem involves determining the behaviour of an end-effector (ie: the human

hand) based on the given joint positions, velocities and the current muscle forces. This

amounts to understanding how the system will react to a given set of inputs. The inverse

problem involves finding the muscle forces (dynamics) and joint trajectories (kinematics)

requiled to perfonn a given task. The solutions to the inverse kinematics and inverse

dynamics are used by the CNS to choose the appropriate muscle activation patterns to

execute the desired movement [WiShO1].

2.1.3 Feedfonyard and Feedback Control

In order to accurately solve the inverse dynamics problern, the motor system

processes information about its environment. This information is used to predict the

expected environmental interaction forces and, based on these predictions, adjust the

-5-



2-DOF Impedance Controlled Manipulandum Ch.2: Motor Learning Background

commanded muscle forces accordingly. Ths predictive process is referred to as

feedforward control. An example of such a scenario is a person lifting a box. Based on

the size, shape and assumed contents, the person estimates how much effort will be

required to move the box. This feedforward process plays an important role in Section

2.2 when discussing motor adaptation [ShMu9a].

Once a task is being performed different environmental factors can contribute to

an error between the desired and actual movement. At this point the motor system uses

feedback control to conect for these errors. In the box-lifting example, if the person

overestimates the weight of the box, he/she will apply a larger force than is necessary and

the box will start moving faster than desired. As a result, the motor system must compare

the actual behaviour to the desired behaviour and generate the appropriate muscle forces

to provide corrective movements [WiShO1]. Once the desired behaviour is being

performed the feedback mechanism also serves to stabilize the limb about the desired

trajectory [ShMu9a]. This is performed by making small corrective adjustments to the

force outputs and by using the agonist-antagonist relationship of the muscles involved.

For example, by activating the triceps in addition to the biceps, while flexing the elbow,

any external perturbations will have less of an impact on arm trajectory as a result of the

additional stiffness provided by the antagonist triceps [WiShOl].

2.2 Motor Adaptation

Having previously discussed the motor control system, this section expands

further upon the specific aspect of motor adaptation. As children grow and the length of

their bones increases, their arm dynamics change drastically. As a result, the muscle

-6-



2-DOF Impedance Controlled Manipulandum Ch.2: Motor Learning Background

comrnands required to generate a specific behaviour will vary. From this, it follows that

any control strategy employed by the CNS must be robust enough to handle changes in

system dynamics. This robustness is achieved through the process of motor adaptation

[ShMu94], which essentially updates the internal model to account for the altered limb

dynamics.

2.2.llnternal Models

The dynamics of a task are solved by applying an'internal model' of the

behaviour. This model encompasses the dynamics of the arm itself along with the

dynamics of the environment with which it is interacting. Many researchers have

examined voluntary reaching movements of the upper limb to find evidence of this

internal model [ShMu9a] [KaWo98] [BhSh99] [Muss99]. This model refers to the

transformations required to solve both the forward and inverse dynamics problems.

As an example of the evidence for the generation of an internal model, the

experiments performed in [ShMu94] study voluntary reaching movements with the upper

limb. Subjects were instructed to grasp the handle of a robotic manipulandum and

perform a series of movements during which the robot would generate a velocity-

dependent perturbing force field. During initial application of the force field subjects

exhibited a significant error in their movements when compared to their desired

trajectory. This trajectory was assumed to be minimum jerk and along a straight line

connecting the start and end points of the movement. Over time, the subjects adapted to

the field and regained their null field (no forces applied) performance. The authors

suggested that if the subjects were forming an internal model, they would be explicitly

-7 -



2-DOF Impedance Controlled Manipulandum Ch.2: Motor Learning Background

generating muscle commands to counteract the encountered environmental forces. This

was verified by the sudden removal of the force field in 'after-effect' trials where subjects

exhibited a significant movement error that directly mirrored their initial error within the

force field. This result was in agreement with previous experiments involving motor

adaptation [FlGu92]. The end result showed that the CNS uses an internal model of the

expected armlenvironment dynamics to predict the forces required to perform a given

reaching task.

Another important point demonstrated in the work of [ShMu9a] was that the

internal model is defined in terms of the intrinsic joint reference frames, as opposed to an

extrinsic 'world frame.' This result suggests that the motor control hierarchy is divided

in such a way that the higher level structures plan movements in an external frame,

"move my hand from point A to point B," while the lower level structures solve the

dynamics of the problem in terms ofjoint torques.

2.2.2 Basis Functions

With experimental evidence of the presence of internal models, the next step is to

examine how these models are represented in the human brain. Answering this question

amounts to determining the basic building blocks of motor tasks and relating these 'motor

primitives' to complex reaching movements. Using control strategies that assign actions

to every possible state of the system [Ogat01], researchers have demonstrated that

complex behaviours can be leamed by tuning the parameters of local controllers. These

controllers correspond to predetermined 'basis functions' which can be tuned and

combined to perform more complex tasks [ScAt98] [Muss97] [ThSh0O]. Each local

-8-



2-DOF Impedance Controlled Manipulandum Ch.2: Motor Learning Background

controller operates within a region of possible states, referred to as the function's

'receptive field.' The nature of how adaptation occurs and how complex movements are

leamed depends on the size of these receptive fields. Smaller receptive fields allow for

more precise learning with the tuning parameters of that region having little effect on

neighbouring regions. The tuning of larger receptive fields could potentially cause

interference with a person's performance in a neighbouring region [ScAt98]. Previous

work has shown that when human subjects leam a novel force field in one region, the

leaming process causes significant after-effects in other regions IShMu94] lShMo00].

This result suggests that the basis functions employed by the human motor control system

have large receptive fields.

2.2.3 Adaptation with Uncertainty

Up until now, the bulk of the work discussed has employed a deterministic force

field with constant viscosity gain factors. Learning amid uncertainty has been the focus

of other recent research in the field of motor adaptation [ScDMO1] [DoSh02] [DoFSO3].

The main idea of this work is to determine what features affect adaptation. As in

previous experiments, all of these researchels had subjects perform reaching tasks within

viscous force fields. For example, in [ScDMO1] the subjects performed reaching

movements in a single direction while experiencing a perpendicular force field with a

random magnitude. Subjects appeared to adapt to the approximate mean of the force

field, and that movement error (maximum perpendicular displacement) on a given trial

depended on the error and gain experienced during the previous trial only. The result was

found using a correlation analysis as depicted in Figure 2.1. Figure 2.14 shows that there

-9 -



2-DOF Impedance Controlled Manipulandum Ch.2: Motor Learning Background

is signifìcant correlation between movement error and the gain experienced on the

previous trial. The dashed lines refer to the 95o/o confidence interv al (2o f JÑ ). Figure

2.1-B shows that there is signifìcant correlation between the cument movement emor and

that experienced on the previous trial.
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Figure 2.1: Movement emor/gain correlations in random field.
A : Error/gain cro ss-correlation, B : Error autocorrel ation.

(Adapted from [ScDMO1 ])

2.3 Learning Generalization

One aspect of motor adaptation that is of particular interest is learning

generalization. The goal is to discover the circumstances under which learning in one

situation affects motor performance in another. Such generalization and abstraction can

be seen in many day-to-day human activities. For example, when someone learns to

write on a piece of paper on a desk, they are able to then write on a veftical blackboard

without having to relearn any writing tasks.

By studying how motor learning generalizes one can gain insight into how the

internal model is represented in the CNS. Several researchers have studied this idea in a

variety of scenarios. In [ShMoOO], generalization was studied for different arm

-10-



2-DOF Impedance Controlled Manipulandum Ch.2: Motor Learning Background

confìgurations. Subjects experienced joint-viscous force fields with their arm in different

orientations with respect to their body. By studying the after-effects of learning it was

found that subjects generalized their motor adaptation from one workspace to another. In

[CDGS02] ít was found that subjects could generalize their motor performance from their

dominant arm to their non-dominant arm, while generalization the other way did not

occur.

Much work has been done studying the generalization of motor learning between

different reaching directions [DoFS03] [DoShO2] [ThSh0O]. This line of research was

aimed at quantifying generalization in order to derive a'generalization function' that

could be used to find a possible description of the basís function receptive fìelds. It was

found that the receptive fields appeared 'gaussian-like' and were large enough to permit

generalization with a change in direction of 45' from the learned direction.

- 1l -



2-DOF Impedance Controlled Manipulandum Ch. 3: Robotics Background

CHAPTER III

ROBOTICS BACKGROIJND

The following chapter is intended to familiarize The reader with the fundamentals

of robotic manipulators required for this work. Tools are developed for the position and

velocity analysis of manipulators along with the framework of an impedance control

strategy to be employed in this work.

3.1 Homogeneous Transformations

In anticipation of the need for transformation matrices in the kinematic analysis of

robots, this section discusses the required rotation and translation matrices [Bala03],

[Tsai99]. Rotation about Íhe X,Iand Z Cartesian axes can be described in matrix form,

as shown in (3.1-3) respectively. lf a point in space is defined as a column vector,

P :fPr Pt, Prl' , a rotation of P can be performed by pre-multiplying by one of the

following rotation matrices, where X, Y and Z are lhe axes of rotation and r.y , $ and y

are the respective rotation angles.

[r o ol
R(X,V )= | 

O cosìy - sin'y 
I

L0 siny cosry l

I cosg 0 sinQ I
n(v,O)=l o l o 

I

[- sing 0 cosg I

(3.1)

(3.2)

-12-



2-DOF Impedance Controlled Manipulandum Ch. 3: Robotics Background

lcosO - sin0 0l
n(z,e):lrine coso ol

[o o r]
(3.3)

(3.4)

The translation of a point in space is performed by adding the column vector,

Q:lQ, Q, Qrl' b the point P.

The position of a point expressed in terms of a fìxed frame A,'1 P , can be

described with respect to a moving frame B by B P. The transformation from BP to Á P can

be expressed as a combination of rotations and a translation, as in (3.4).

A P=uRou P*og

The rotation matrix, /R6, describes the orientation of frame B in tems of rotations about

frame I using (3.1-3). The translation vector /p denotes the position of the origin of the

moving frame in terms of the fixed frame.

The problem with (3.a) is that the transformation is not in a compact form. It is

desirable to define a transformation matrix that incorporates both rotation and translation.

To this end, homogeneous coordinates and transformations are now introduced. If, as

before, the position of a point in three-dimensional (3D) space is P = [P.,. Pr Prl' , the

homogeneous coordinates of P are:

P =fpP., pP, pPz p]' (3.5)

where p isascalingfactor. Forsimplicity,thisfactorischosentobep:1. Asaresult,

the homogeneous coordinates of a point in 3D space are given by:

p =lp* p, pz t]'

13 -
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2-DOF Impedance Controlled Manipulandum Ch. 3: Robotics Background

With a 4D description of a point in homogeneous coordinates, we now defìne a

4x4 homogeneous transformation matrix to be used for mapping between coordinate

systems. This matrix is composed of four submatrices and is given by:

where 'Ru,nQ and p are as defined previously, and y is a perspective transformation

matrix. For robot kinematic analysis, y is set to a zero-vector. Using (3.6) and (3.7), the

transformation in (3.4) can now be expressed as:

o P=nTuo P (3.g)

As examples of simple transformations described using (3.7), a rotation about the Z axis

is shown in (3.9) and atranslation along all three axes is shown in (3.10).

,1o ['R,, 13"3; t g qlrt¡)
L, =l I" ly(1.r3) p(lxl)l

fcosO -sin0 o o-l

I sine cosO 0 0 
IR\z,e)=l o o t rl

L 0 0 0 1.1

[r oo e^1

o=10 1 0 a, 
ll0 0 1 0"1

[o o o -;)

(3.7)

(3.e)

(3.10)

A transformation from one reference frame to another using a series of rotations

and translations can be obtained by the multiplication of successive homogeneous

transformations. Care must be taken with the order of these multiplications since finite

rotations are not commutative.
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3.2 Serial and Parallel Manipulators

In general, robotic manipulators can be classified in tenns of their kinematic

structure as either serial or parallel. There is also the possibility of having hybrid

systems that are a combination of these two types. Parallel manipulators are those that

are made up of a closed-loop chain of links, while a serial manipulator contains no closed

loops. Examples of serial and parallel robots are shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2

respectively.

Figure 3.1: Serial manipulator.

Figure 3.2: Parallel manipulator.

-15-
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For the serial manipulator in Figure 3.1 , the actuators would be placed directly at

the joints (points A and B). One major disadvantage of this confìguration is that, if the

motors used for actuation are relatively large, placing an actuator at B would mean that

the motor at A would have to expend power moving the additional load at B. The

advantage of such a configuration is that it has a relatively large workspace and the

mechanism is much simpler than that of a parallel manipulator [Tsai99].

In the case of the parallel manipulator in Figure 3.2, both joint actuators are

placed at the base of the robot (point A). The torque from the motor controlling joint B is

transferred through the parallel structure. In general, parallel manipulators have lower

inertia (due to actuator placement) and higher stiffness than serial manipulators.

However, these come at the expense of a smaller workspace due to the limiting effect of

the closed-loop's constraints [Tsai99].

3.3 Robot Kinematics

A kinematic description of a robotic manipulator provides a relationship between

the Cartesian position of the end-effector and the joint positions. A kinematic analysis of

a specific structure is divided into two problems: Forward Kinematics and Inverse

Kinematics. The forward problem involves determining the end-effector location and

orientation based on the current joint positions. The inverse problem requires solving for

joint positions that will place the robot's end-effector into a desired location and

orientation [Bala03] [Bala04]. To allow for simplified analysis several standard methods

have been developed to describe robotic linkages [KhDoO2]. The differences between

them are in how parameters and coordinate systems are assigned to the manipulator

t6-
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linkages. In this work the Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) convention is employed [Tsai99].

The following briefly discusses this convention and shows how it can be used to solve the

forward and inverse kinematic problems.

3.3.1 Denavit-Hartenberg Convention

For a general z-DOF serial manipulator, a description of the robot's geometry

fìrst requires the number of the links and joints of the system. The links are numbered

sequentially from 0 to n starting from the base, while the joints are numbered from 7 ro n.

The following figure shows a serial 3-DOF planar manipulator with its component links

and joints numbered as described above.

Figure 3.3: Link and joint numbering scheme.

With the joints and links numbered, the next step is to assign a Cartesian

coordinate system to each link. The DH-convention attaches coordinate frame I to link I

using the following rules:

o The Z-axis of frame i is aligned with the axis of the (i+1)th joint. The positive Z

direction can be selected arbitrarily.

Joirrt 3

Base - Link û
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n The X-axis of frame i is aligned with the common normal between the ith and

(i+1Xh joint axes. If the joint axes are parallel, theX-axis is defined to be

perpendicular to the joint axes. However. if successive joint axes intersect, the X-

axis is defined along the cross product of the two joint axes (or in the opposite

direction).

. The Y-axis of frame i is selected according to the right-hand rule.

The base coordinate frame can be defined in any convenient place, as long as the Z-axis

is aligned with the axis ofjoint l. Finally, a coordinate fiame is attached to the end-

effector, such that the X-axis is normal to the last joint's axis.

Associated with this frame assignment, the DH convention defìnes four

parameters, which describe the position and orientation of link i +1 with respect to link i.

If we define H¡¡ as the intersection of{ and Z¡¡ and O¡as the origin of frame i, then the

DH parameters can be dehned as shown in Figure 3.4. The variable parameters for

revolute and prismatic joints are0,and d, respectively. These are refemedto as joint

variables, while the constant terms are called linkparameÍers.

Once the link coordinate fi'ames are assigned and the joint variables and link

parameters are determined for each joint, the homogeneous transformation matrix from

the (i-l)th fiame to the ith frame can be defined using the basic transfomations from

Section 3.1. Frame z-1 istranslated along Z¡by a distance of d,, (3.11), andthenthe

translated frame is rotated about Z¡-tby the angle0, , (3.12). This is followed by a

translation along X¡ by a,, (3. 1 3), and then a rotation about X¡by a , , (3.14).

- 18 -
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Joirrt i+1

ff
¿Li.

IJ

x,_,

Figure 3.4: DH link parameters.

a,: Link length, the distance from H¡-t fo O¡alongX¡

d,: Link offset, the distance from O¡-tto H¡-1 along Z¡4.

cr, : Link twist, the angle required to rotate Z¡4 ro align with Z¡ aboutX¡,

according to the right-hand rule.
0, : Joint angle, the angle required to rotate X¡¡ 1o align with X¡ about Z¡¡,

according to the right-hand rule.

(3.1 1)

[r o o o]
l0 I 0 0lrlz,d)=lo o 1 ,l
[o o o r]

[cos0, -sin0, O O-l

r(z,o):l"it' "oåt, i :l
lo o orl

(3.12)
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00
t0
01
00

a,l
ol

ij
(3.13)

(3.14)

(3. r 5)

These can be seen as transformations about the moving coordinate axes, and they can be

multiplied to obtain the DH transformation matrixt-11,, given by:

'-' A, = r(z,a)r(z,e)r(x,")r(x,a)

Multiplying (3.15) through, the expanded matrix becomes:

(3.16)

3.3.2 Forward Kinematic Solution

Given joint variables and link parameters f-or a robotic manipulator, the forward

kinematic solution is used to determine position and orientation of the robot end-effector

in terms of the base reference frame. The forward kinematics solution for a serial

manipulator requires determining the transformation matrix from the base frame to the

end-effector frame, 01,,. Thir is found by successively multiplying matrix (3.16) of the

joints in the manipulator, resulting in:

fcosO, - 
coso, sin0, sincr, sin0,

t_t t I sinO, coscx,, cos0, - sincr, cosO,
A, =l'l0sina,cosc{,¡

Ilo o o

a, cos0, I
a, sinO, 

Ior]
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o Ar:oA,

The 3x3 matrix

describes the position o

can be solved for direct

t Aa"'"-t A,,-r"-' A, (3.17)

3.3.3 Inverse Kinematic Solution

The inverse kinematic solution for a serial manipulator is generally more diffìcult

than the forward solution. Given the desired location and orientation of the end-effector

in terms of the base coordinate system, the required joint variables are found. For the

inverse case, the elements of the matrix 0Anin(3.17) are specified and the joint variables

on the right hand side of this equation must be solved for. Equation (3.17) provides l2

nontrivial equations. Given a simple enough robot configuration they can be solved

directly to find the joint variables. However, this is often not the case and different

techniques must be applied to simplify the solution. For example, if there are three

intersecting joint axes, one can work about the point of intersection, thus avoiding the

variables associated with these axes. Also, if there are parallel joint axes (as with the

planar robot of Figure 3.1), their associated joint variables may be combined to simplify

the solution process. Finally, one can pre- or post-multiply the left-hand side of (3.17) by

the inverse DH transformation to redistribute the unknown variables evenly between both

sides of the equation. The inverse DH transformation is formed in a similar manner to its

forward counterpart as shown in (3.18).

1le 
o 

Q,

, and

oR,, describes the o

f O,,. Both oR,, 
and

ly.

= | oR,, 
'0,,1

L, o o ,]
rientation of the robot end-effector, wh

0Q,, 
are functions of the joint variables
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(3.18)

3.4 Jacobian Analysis

Along with position analysis of a robotic manipulator, one must be able to

determine the velocity of the end-effector given the velocities of the joints. Let x be the

vector of m position and orientation variables of the robot end-effector and let q be the

vector of n joint positions. From the kinematic analysis, it is seen that each element of x

is a function of the elements of q, as shown in (3.19).

,A,_,
[ 

.ort,.

_l-coscr,srn0- 

| 
sina, sine,

sinO, 0

, coscr, cosO, sincr,

- sin cr, cosO , coscr, ¡

00

-a, I
- d, sincr, 

I

-d, coscr, 
Irl

x,: f¡(qpqr,...,g,), i =1,2,...,m

The time derivative of (3.19) can then be expressed as:

(3.1e)

(3.20)

(3.21)

r, : !q, * !8t *...* !q,,, i =t,2,...,m
ÕQt ÕQz oq,

The matrix fom of (3.20) is then:

ôq, ôq r.ôf, ôf,

ô?., un,

ôf,,, ôf ,,,
ôq, ôq,

where the 4x4 matrix is called the Jacobian of the manipulator and is denoted by -/.

Determining the end-effector velocities simply becomes a matter of multiplying the

vector ofjoint positions by the Jacobian.

['l
l"' l:l:ltl
ln I
L ilIJ

.',1
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If the number of position values and joint variables are the same, which is the case

for non-redundant manipulators, the Jacobian is a square matrix with m = n. In this case,

the inverse Jacobian may be used to solve for joint velocities given the end-effector

Caftesian and angular velocities as shown in (3.22). Note that if the inverse Jacobian is

used, care must be taken to avoid situations where the Jacobian matrix is singular. In

these cases its determinant is zero and the inverse Jacobian does not exist.

(3.22)

3.5 Impedance Control

Since the goal of this work was to develop a robotic manipulator to interact with a

nonlinear dynamic environment (human arm) the selection of an appropriate control

strategy was required. Similar systems developed in the past [Faye86] have used the

concept of impedance control [Hoga85a-c] to produce the desired end-effector interaction

forces. The impedance control approach to manipulation was created specifically to

handle the interaction between a controlled system (the manipulator) and a dynamic

environment (the test subject).

While most control strategies are used to control specifìc system variables, such

as Cartesian position/velocity or joint position/velocìty ([KhDoO2], [Tsai99], [Bala03-

041, [OgatO1]), the aim of impedance control is to manage the relationship between

interaction force and trajectory of an interaction porl. For the experiments reported

within this work, the interaction point is the end-effector grasped by a human subject.
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Generally, the relationship between the interaction force and the trajectory of a robot end-

effector is described by a set of nonlinear equations that vary with time. The goal is to

define a mapping from one vector of variables (trajectory) to another (force).

There are two primary forms of impedance controllers presented in the literature

[Hoga85b]. in position-based impedance control, the actuated joint variable is position.

In this system, the current end-effector interaction force is measured and the trajectory

required to produce the desired impedance relationship is determined. Subsequently, the

corresponding commands sent to the joint actuators. In torque-based impedance control,

the current position and velocity of the end-effector are determined from the joint

trajectories. Then the interaction force required for the desired impedance relationship is

found. From this interaction force, the required joint torques and/or forces are calculated

and commanded to the joint actuators. Since the goal of this work is to control the

apparent stiffness and viscosity experienced by the test subject, the torque-based

approach is used in this work. This is also a favourable approach since the determination

ofjoint velocities is generally easier and more feasible than measuring interaction forces

at the end-effector.

3.5.1 Impedance Controller

A torque-based impedance controller works by comparing the current end-

effector trajectory with a virtual rrajectory and generating interaction forces that are

functions of the difference. As a result, the force generated by the robot goes to zero only

when the current trajectory matches the virtual (desired) trajectory. The impedance
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controller is designed such that it generates forces that attempt to send the end-effector to

the virtual position.

The specific relationship implemented by the impedance controller is shown in

(3.23). The differences between the current position and velocity (X and Zrespectively)

and the virtual position and velocity (Xo and Vs) are determined and the desired stilfness

and viscosity values (K and B) are used to determine the required interaction force.

4n, = K(x o - x)* a(v, -v) (3.23)

The stiffness and viscosity parameters are square matrices (assuming the dimensionality

of F¡,¡ and X are equal) that define the characteristics of the impedance-controlled system.

3.5.2 Virtual Work

Once the desired interaction force has been determined it is necessary to

transform this into required joint torques/forces. This is accornplished through the

principle of virtual work (lHoga85bl, [Tsai99]), which states that the work (14) done for

an infinitesimal change in coordinates is equal to zero. This work is the sum of the work

performed by the torques at the joints and the output forces at the end-effector, as seen in

(3.24).

ôW :r'' ôe - F7 AX :0 (3.24)

In (3.24), .F is the force vector at the end-effector, X is the end-effector position vector, 'r

is the vector ofjoint torques/forces and 0 is the joint position vector. Substituting the

velocity relationship from (3.21) info (3.24) and rearranging, we get:

rrôO = F't'JôA

1 F7' fT =F J

(3.2s)

(3.26)
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r =J7 F (3.27)

As shown in (3.27), the joint torques/forces required to generate a desired end-effector

force vector can be calculated using the Jacobian of the robotic system.

3.5.3 Other Considerations

The impedance controller defined by (3.23) and (3.27) does not include other

environmental factors such as gravity and friction. If compensation for joint torques

created by gravity or friction is required, the necessary adjustments may be made to the

torque values calculated in (3.27). Compensation for gravity can be performed by

applying counter-torques to compensate for any acceleration due to gravity experienced

by the manipulator linkages.

Compensation for friction effects from the actuators (motor friction, gearheads,

etc.) can be performed by applying an appropriate friction model and generating required

counter-torques. Some common velocity-based friction models are demonstrated in

Figure 3.5 [KhDoO2].
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Figure 3.5: Friction compensation torque models (V - velocity,
F - friction compecsation torque, A: Coulomb friction (simplest),

B: Coulomb*viscousrStribeck effect, C: Coulomb+viscous friction (most common),
D: Piecewise linear approximation.
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CHAPTER IV

ROBOTIC DBSIGI\ AND IMPLEMBNTATIOI\

This chapter presents the design and implementation details of the robot design

implemented in this work. After reviewing the basic design requirements, the linkage

design is discussed, during which the kinematic and Jacobian analysis for the chosen

structure are presented. After the higher-level structural design is discussed, the practical

mechanical design is presented. This covers the physical structure of the linkage as well

as the actuator drive system. Finally, the chapter finishes with a discussion of the safety

features designed into the system.

4.1 System Overview and Requirements

4.1.1 System Overview

This section gives a brief overview of the entire system being designed. This is

intended to give the reader a perspective regarding the location and purpose of each

component discussed in this chapter. The overall system diagram for the impedance

controlled manipulator is shown below in Figure 4.1. The actual physical manipulator is

composed of the Robot Linkage, the support base, joint actuators (motors) and the servo

amplifìers. These components, along with their associated kinematics and dynamics are

discussed in this chapter. The design and implementation of the control software, and

any other design issues on the PC side of the system are presented in Chapter 5.
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PCt.ï3dn

l- |
r$g¿liletftlot-ut-x-2_ _ - _ _ _ _ _r

Conveñ to
voltirge

lrnpetlirttte
tol¡lroller

En cu rle r
Feerlbirck

Figure 4.1: Overall system block diagram.

4.1.2 Requirements

Before proceeding to the discussion of the design and implementation of the

robotic system, this section discusses some of the requirements that need to be addressed

by any chosen design. The first requirement is the size of the workspace needed. In

order to perform experiments like those discussed in Chapter II [ShMu94] [MPCS03]

[ScDM01] [ShMo0O], a square planar (horizontal) workspace with a side length of at

least 20 cm is required. With respect to the required force production, with peak

velocities in the 0.75-L 5 m/s, [ScDM0l], and viscosity matrices with components in the

10-15 N-sec/m range, [ShMu94], the maximum force output should be around 20N in

any given direction. Also, the robot's inerlia and friction should be low [Faye86] in order

to allow for more accurate force production. Finally, in order to facilitate a wider variety
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of possible experiments, a mechanism for adjusting the height of the robot off of the floor

is required.

4.2 Linkage Ðesign

4.2.1 Robot Structure

Due to the inertial requirements of this system, a parallel structure similar to that

in Figure 3.2 was selected. This allowed the placement of the elbow actuator at the base

of the robot. This planar linkage, Figure 4.2,was oriented so that it operates in the

horizontal plane.

- Shorrlrler

Figure 4.22 Basic parallel linkage structure.

By selecting the link lengths shown in (4.1), the workspace in Figure 4.3 was

made possible. If the centre of the square operating region is selected to be at (x,y)

Joint 2 - Elbow
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coordinates of (40,0) cm, the potential operating region is a square with a side length of

around 25 cm.

a\ = 35cnt, a2 = 25ctn, a3 --70cm (4.1)

-^tu

Figure 4.3: Manipulator workspace. Square operating
region marked.

4.2.2 F orward Kinematics

The first stage of the forward kinematic solution is to assign coordinate frames to

the linkage in Figure 4.2 using the DH convention outlined in Section 3.3.1. Doing so

results in the following frame assignment:
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Figure 4.4: Manipulator DH fi'ame assignment.

The parallel loop in this manipulator simply serves to transfer torque from the

base to the elbow, and does not actually affect the kinematic analysis of the manipulator.

As a result, the forward kinematics can be solved in the same way as they would be for a

2-DOF serial manipulator. The DH parameters for this linkage are presented in Table

4.7:

ble 4

Substituting these values into (3.16) gives the following transformation matrices:

à rameters

Joint c[¡ Qi di e,

I 0 al 0 er

2 0 a1 0 e,
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Multiplying

fcosO, - sinO, 0 a, cos0,-l

r) , I sin0, cosO, 0 a, sinO, 
IA,:l I'l00l0ltt

L0 0 0 ll

fcosO, -sinO, 0 a, cosO,lt--l, I sinO " cosO . 0 a. sinO. I'A^:l ' - 
I'l00t0lltLo o o I l

these according to (3.17) gives a forward DH transform of:

fcosO," - sinO,, 0 a, cosO r + d? cose,lt'-'-l
o A. =l 

,t1t', coso ', 0 o, sino, + a, sin0,, I ø.0>'100101tl
[o o o I ]

one can solve for the location of the end-effector, Q given the current joint

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.5)

Using (4.4),

angles.

Q., = a, coso, +¿J, cosO,,

Qt = atsinO, + a' sinO,.,

Since the angle ofjoint 2 is not measured directly, it must be calculated using the

measured values of 0, andO 
. 

:

0r :0 -0, -fr (4.6)

4.2.3 lnv erse Kinem atics

Given the end-effector location, the inverse kinematics can be completed by

solving (4.5) to find 0, andO, . The first step is to realize that the distance from the base

to the end-effector is independent ofO,, meaning that 0, can be eliminated by summing

the squares of Qr and Qy.
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QI, * QÎ = at2 * al +2ara, coso,,

Then (4.7) can be solved to findO, .

(4.7)

(4.8)

(4.10)

(4. r 1)

write (3.20) for the system being

- ,(oi+oi r r\
H. = CoS '1 -^ *; -at -Az 

I' [ 2ara. )

There are two potential solutions to (4.8), however due to the constraints imposed by the

parallel linkage; only one solution will be valid. Given0r, the solution for 0, can be

found by expanding the cosO,, and sinO,, terms in (a.5) and rearranging the result to

get:

Q., :(a, +a., cos0,)cose , -(orsinO,)sinO, (4.e)
Q, = (ãrsin0 , )cos0 , + (o, + a, cosO, )sin0,

This can then be solved for cos0, andsinO,,

Q*(o, + a, cosO ,)+ Qrarsin\,cos0, =

sin0, =

ai + al +2a,arcosO,

-Q*arsinO, + Qr(o, +a, cos0r)

ai + ai +2ara, cosO,

Finally, 0, can be found from:

0 t : Atan 2(sin0, , cosO, )

4.2.4 J acobian Analysis

The first stage of the Jacobian analysis is to re

analyzed. For the chosen parallel linkage, this gives:

I ae,,. ôe,-f

[0,-l : I ,t, ut, l[t,I
ls, ):l ø âe, lld,l

I ae, ôe, l
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The partial derivatives in the Jacobian are found

ôQ, :-(a, sino , + a, sino,, )
ôo'

ôQr :-a',sino,
ô0,

ôQ' 
=(a, coso, +a, coso,.,)

ôo'

ôQ,

ô0'=a'cos0''

SubstitutingØ.12) into (4.13), the final Jacobian

I 
grl 

-l - 
(o'sino 

' 
+ a' sino 

'' 
)

lg, )- L (o, coso, + a, coso 
', 

)

Once again, since the value ofO, is not measured

by taking the time-derivative of (a.6) to get:

d' =0- -0'

to be:

equation becomes:

- a, sin0,r-l[d, I
a, coso , ll.,l
directly, the veloc

(4.14)

ity ofjoint 2 is found

(4.13)

(4.15)

4.3 Mechanical Design

4.3.1 Linkage

Figure 4.5 contains a simple diagram of the final mechanical design viewed from

above, while Figure 4.6 shows a picture of the actual manipulator. The links are

constructed out of %" aluminum, with low friction bearings and Yz" diameter pins at each

joint.
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Figure 4.5: Manipulator diagram.
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Figure 4.6: Manipulator image - Overhead view.

Figures 4.7-10 show a series of images that highlight the features of the

manipulator. Note that each link is constructed from two %" aluminum pieces connected

by pins along the length. This design was selected to prevent bending in the vertical

direction, while at the same time limiting the weight of each link.
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Figure 4.72 Overview of entire manipulator/support base system.

Figure 4.8: Low friction joint pinning.
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Figure 4.9: Side view of linkage.

Figure 4.10: End-effector handle.
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The wooden/steel support base to which the manipulandum is attached (Figure

4.7) was constructed to be of a considerable weight. This prevented any undesired

shifting of the manipulator support during experiments. The series of holes tracking up

the sides of the supporl in Figure 4.9 are mounting holes for changing the height of the

manipulator with respect to the glound. This mechanism allows for the adjustment of the

operating plane depending on the height of the test subjects or for different types of

experiments. The black portion of the end-effector handle in Figure 4.10 is free to rotate

about an axis perpendicular to the plane of operation.

4.3.2 Amplifiers and Motors

Since one of the goals of this work was to produce the manipulator at a low cost,

the DC servo-motors and their accompanying drive systems were borrowed. The motors

that were made available are the Electrocraft E560 brushed DC servo-motors. The

amplifier drive system used is the Max-100 PWM seruo drive, also from Electrocraft.

The amplifier has a built in curent control loop and can be configured to operate in

'torque' mode to control the current delivered to the motor. A block diagram of this

curent controller is shown in Figure 4.1 1 , while a more complete description of the

motor and amplifier interconnections can be found in Appendix A. For the manipulator

dimensions in Figure 4.5,the torque generation capabilities of the manipulator were

examined to determine what the minimum required joint torques would be to generate a

at least 20N of force at the end-effector (in any direction). A series of test points were

selected and analyzed using the inverse kinematic expressions from (4.8) and (4.11) to

calculate the corresponding joint positions for each test point. These were then input
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Ivlotlulirlor irttl
{--orrtrol Logic

Velocity
Requlirlor

Figure 4.11: Max-100 current control circuit. [Reli92]
VCS: +/-10V control signal, Im: +/-34 motor current.

into the Jacobian of a virtual work calculation, (3.27), to determine the torques required

to generate a given force in several different directions. The complete program listing

and tabulated test results can be found in Appendix B. The results of the experiments

showed that a torque of around 10 Nm would be needed. Since the available motors

could not generate the required torque on their own, a planetary gearhead was added to

each actuator. The specifìcations for the motors specified that their maximum torque

output was 0.15 Nm. Therefore a gear reduction ratio of 70:l was selected to satisfy the

torque requirements.

With the motors and gearing now specified, the motor mounting system was

designed to attach each actuator to the appropriate manipulator link. This mounting

system is displayed in Figures 4.12-13.
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Figure 4.12: Base joint mounting location. Notice the shaft
mount at the top of the image for connecting the

link to the gearhead output shaft.

The final aspect of the drive system to consider is the friction compensation for

the actuators. Since the output of each motor is passed through a gear reduction, any

static and viscous friction effects from the motors are amplified by the gear reduction.

Also, there are additional frictional losses due to the gearing components themselves. In

order to keep the friction compensation as straightforward as possible, the coulomb

friction model was used (Figure 3.54), with the low velocity performance modified to

use a piecewise linear model similar to Figure 3.5D. The final friction model selected is

shown in Figure 4.14.
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Figure 4.13: Top view of gearhead mount at manipulator base.
Output shaft feeds through to the shaft mount seen in Figure 4.1 1.

Figure 4.14: Selected friction compensation model.
Piecewise linear approximation to coulomb friction model.

V - velocity, F - friction compensation torque.
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The plateau coulomb friction values were calculated by measuring the breakaway

torque at several locations throughout the gearhead's rotation (with no links attached to

the output shaft) and averaging the result. The breakaway torque was found by gradually

increasing the cun'ent commanded to the motor and recording the current value for which

the encoders on the motors detected motion [Arms88]. The results were internally

consistent for each gearhead, with the breakaway torques found to be +/-0.86 Nm for the

shoulder actuator and +/-1.02 Nm for the elbow actuator. The piecewise linear

approximation for lower velocities was used to make the application of counter torques

less sudden when starting a movement and were adjusted by 'feel' for each axis. The

sìopes of this centre line for the shoulder and elbow actuators were 3.8 N-sec and 3.5 N-

sec respectively.

4.4 Safefy Considerations

Since this manipulator is intended to interact with human test subjects, certain

safety features were included during the design process. First there are forward and

reverse limit switches for each joint. The Max-i00 amplifier provides limit switch input

terminals for the both the forward and reverse directions. The switches, which are visible

in Figures 4.9-10, are attached to the manipulator linkages so that when a link comes into

contact with a solid object at either end of its range of operation, the normally-closed

QllC) contact is opened and the output stage of the amplifier is shut down for the direction

associated with that switch. The forward limit switch input for the elbow motor amplifier

and the reverse limit switch input for the shoulder amplifier are both connected to the

same switch. This covers the case when the two 35 cm links of the parallel loop come
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into contact with each other. For a detailed circuit diagram of the limit switch

connections, the reader is directed to Appendix A.

The other imporlant safety feature is the kill switch, which is connected to the

inhibit (lNH) input on both amplifiers. If for some reason there is a catastrophic failure

with any component within the system, the kill switch allows the experiment supervisor

to disable the entire output stage of both servo drives, preventing injury to the subject and

further damage to the equipment. The kill switch wiring is also presented in Appendix A.
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CHAPTER V

SOFTWARB DBSIGI...I AND IMPLBMENTATION

5.1 Hardware Interface

The impedance controller software is interfaced with the manipulator through a

PCI-7344 Motion Controller from National Instruments [Nati01b]. The control signals

from the PC are sent through a digital-to-analog, D/4, converter, while the position

feedback from the motors is inputted to the PC through an encoder resource. The D/A

takes a 16-bit digital signal and converts it to an industry standard +/-l0V analog control

signal, giving a quantization step size around 0.305 mV. The motors produce a

quadrature encoder feedback signal that is used by the PCI-7344 to provide position and

velocity information to the control software. The encoder produces 4000

counts/revolution which, once the 70 l gear ratio is considered, provides a 280000

counts/revolution for the joint axes.

5.2 Soffware System Overview

5.2.1 Class Structure

The impedance controller software contains four main component objects (Figure

5.1). First, the Manipulator object is the software interface to the PCI motion control

card. Second, the ControllerThread class is the actual impedance controller. Separate

from this controller, the ExperimentThread object is responsible for the management of

the test subject visual interface along with any data logging operations. Finally, the main
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Figure 5.1: Software class diagram.

Win32 application system ties the other components together and manages the timer

object and event handlers.

5.2.2 Thr ead Man agem ent

The controller application contains three main thread components, in addition to

the main application thread, that interact to provide the desired system behaviour. Figure

5.2 shows the thread communication and timing relationships. The timer thread

generates an event every 10 ms, which triggers the update of the controller and

experiment threads. This results in a 100 Hz update rate for the system.
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Figure 5.2: Thread timing and communication.

5.3 Manipulator Object

The source code for the Manipulator object, Manipularor.hpp and

Manipularor.cpp, can be found in Appendix C. This class makes use of the National

Instruments FlexMotion C++ API to interface with the PCI-7344 card [Nati0la]. The

Manipulator class is also responsible for performing the kinematic and Jacobian

calculations based on the current joint trajectories, as presented in Section 4.2. The
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Cartesian positions and velocities resulting from these calculations are then stored so that

they may be accessed by the controller and experiment threads as required.

5.4 Controller Thread

The source code for the impedance control object, ControllerTltrectd.h and

ControllerThread.cpp, is presented in Appendix D. This software component contains a

reference to the Manipulator object instance, for which it implements the impedance

control algorithm of Section 3.5. When the controller receives notification of a timer

event, the torque values calculated during the previous control loop are sent to the

Manipulator object. This is followed by the collection of position and velocity

infomation from the Manipulator and the calculation of the required torques to output

during the next control loop. This basic operation was shown previously in the

'Controller Thread' section of Figure 5.2.

In order to allow the software user to manually update the impedance control

parameters, the visual interface for the program contains input fields for the virtual

position/velocity and the stiffness and viscosity matrices (Figure 5.3). The K and B can

be selected by changing the matrix parameters, and also can be adjusted by a separate

gain factor. Figure 5.3 also shows the Start/Stop buttons for the impedance controller.

When the controller is stopped, no torque values are sent to the manipulator, hence there

is no friction compensation performed by the controller.
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Figure 5.3: Impedance controller interface.

5.5 Experiment Thread

The experiment source code, Exper imenlThre a d. h and ExperimenlThre ad. rpp,

can be found in Appendix E. This class is responsible for performing any experiment

specific tasks (see the 'Experiment Thread' section of Figure 5.2). ln particular, this

involves the collection and storing of trajectory and timing data in data files. The basic

proceduïe is the same for each of the experiments performed in this work, and can be

seen in Figure 5.4. The common experiment behaviour is discussed in this section, while

the differences are outlined in Chapter 7.

I' Jõ],
B Gain

F-
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Figure 5.4: Experiment procedure program flow.

For each experiment, the test subjects are presented with a visual interface as

shown in Figure 5.5. The centre of this workspace corresponds to (x,y) : (40,0) cm in

the robot's coordinate frame. The subjects are shown a series of movement targets and

are instructed to move their cursor (small white square), which corresponds to the

location of the robot handle, to each target location (large blue square) within 0.4 to 0.6

seconds. This timing of each trial starts once the subject's hand velocity exceeds an
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Figure 5.5: Experiment visual interface.

onset threshold of 0.01 m/sec. If the subject reaches the target within the desired time,

the target turns from blue to green. If the subject is too slow or too fast, the target turns

either yellow or red respectively. Along with this visual feedback, the subjects also

receive an audio indicator of their performance. When each target appears on the screen,

a tone is emitted by the PC, and when the subject reaches the target, he/she hears a

second tone. If the subject achieves the desired movement time, the second tone is the

same frequency as the fìrst. If the movement is too fast or too slow, the tone goes

respectively up or down in frequency. These colour and tone parameters are specified

during The UserFeedback blocks in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.6: Experiment settings interface.

In order to allow for some experiment flexibility, the experiment supervisor is

able to change the desired run time, the target or cursor size, the inter-target wait time and

the velocity-onset tlueshold using the interface sho\ in in Figure 5.6. The timing

parameters are specified in clock counts, with each count representing 10 ms. The

desired run time range is controlled by setting a target time and specifying a desired

tolerance range. The inter-run wait time is the amount of time the system waits after the

subject reaches a target before presenting the next target. The cursor and target sizes are

given by their width in pixels.
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During each target trial, the manipulandum is programmed to exert a specific

velocity-based force field to perturb the subject's motion. The ExperimentThreadclass is

responsible for determining what the parameters of this field will be depending on the

conditions of the experiment (ie: target directions).

The experiment control software is also responsible for logging the position,

velocity and timing information for each trial. The output file is specif,red by the

experiment supervisor using the interface in Figure 5.6. For each 10 ms clock cycle, the

clock count, position and velocity are written to the next row of the file in ASCII format

with the following format:

clockCount X-position Y-position X-velocity Y-velocity
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CTIAPTER VI

SYSTEM VERIFICATION

This chapter presents the details and results of the experiments performed to

charucferize the system performance. Since several of components were donated, the

first verification stage was to verify the characteristics of the individual components.

This performance was then compared to that described in the specif,rcations provided with

the equipment. The resulting verified performance attributes were integrated into the

manipulator control code in Appendix C. These verification experiments are then

followed by an examination of the friction properties and performance of the drive

system and then by a discussion of the overall system performance.

6.1 Amplifier Characteristics

The specifications for the MAX-100 amplifiers provided in [Reli92] state that the

VCS : +ljv control signal corresponds to an approximate motor current of I ,,, = +3A

(see Figure 5.11). This meant that the expected amplifier gain was 0.3A/V. To verif,i this

relationship, each amplifier \ryas connected configured in a 'torque mode' of operation

and connected to a motor (see Appendix A). An ammeter was inserted in series with the

motor to measure the actual current delivered by the amplifier. The output shafts of the

motors were fixed in order to allow for an analysis of the full output range of the

amplifiers. Plots of the resulting experimental data are shown in Figures 6.1 and 6.2.
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amplifiers 1 and2 respectively, which are close to the expected value reported in the

literature. As a result of this analysis, the amplifier gain used in the control software was

the average of these two values,2.82A/V.

6.2 Bncoder Feedback

The rotary encoders provided with the E560 motors supply a quadrature output

signal with 4000 counts per revolution (counts/rev). This signal is sent to the encoder

input of the PCI-7344 Motion Controller from National Instruments [NatiOlb]. Using the

software API for this card the current position and velocity of the axis are available in

counts and counts/rev respectively. This section discusses the verification of these values

returned from the motion controller.

6.2.1 Position

To verifu the position data, the output shaft of the motor was rotated to several

locations and the actual angular position was recorded. This value was then compared to

the encoder count value returned by the controller API. The resulting data is presented in

Table 6.1. The average eror of the retumed values was 1.35' or l5 encoder counts.

This error could be attributed to the inability to place the motor in the exact desired

location and may not be the result of the motion controller processing. The end result of

this verification was the determination that the motion controller software was providing

accurate position data. This analysis was also repeated while Íhe 70:1 gearhead was

attached to the motor. This configuration provided an encoder resolution of 280,000
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counts/rev. The results of this analysis are presented in Table 6.2. The average error in

this case was found to be 0.09' or 70 encoder counts.

Table 6.1: Encoder position data

Table 6.2: Encoder position data with searhead

6.2.2 Yelocity

V/ith the accuracy of the position data determined, a brief experiment was

performed to find the accuracy of the velocity values. The motor, with gearhead

nc 10n a

Actual
Angle

(degrees -
ccw)

Encoder
Value

(counts)

Measured
Angle

(degrees -
ccry)

Actual
Angle

(degrees -
cw)

Encoder
Value

(counts)

Measured
Angle

(degrees -
cw)

l0 -l 15 10.35 10 130 n.7
20 -219 19.71 20 226 20.34
30 -33s 30.1 5 30 325 29.2s
40 -428 38.52 40 420 37.8
50 -533 47.97 50 553 49.77
60 -643 57.87 60 633 56.97
70 -740 66.6 70 739 66.51
80 -862 77.58 80 880 79.2
90 -968 87.12 90 1002 90.1 8

120 -1314 n8.26 r20 1345 121.05
150 -t653 148.77 r50 1679 151 ll
180 -1976 177.84 180 2000 180
270 -2993 269.37 270 2987 268.83
360 -3991 3s9.19 360 3999 359.91
540 -5980 538.2 s40 6040 543.6
720 -1984 718.s6 720 8000 720
r 080 -11994 1079.46 1 080 12002 I 080.1 8

^',te 
o.z: sltI0n wt

Actual
Angle

(degrees -
ccw)

Encoder
Value

(counts)

Measured
Angle

(degrees -
ccw)

Actual
Angle

(degrees -
cw)

Encoder
Value

(counts)

Measured
Angle '

(degrees -
cw) ,

90 -69944 89.93 90 69999 90.00
180 -139939 179.92 r80 I 39998 180.00
360 -280179 360.23 360 279866 3s8.66
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attached, was mounted with the shaft positioned vertically (upward). The motor was run

at several speeds and the correspondirrg velocity value from the motion controller was

recorded. This value was determined by averaging the instantaneous velocity

measurements over the run time. The actual velocity was measured by using a stopwatch

to find the time taken for a given number of revolutions. The resulting data is presented

in Table 6.3. The average enor in this data was found to be 0.37 revolutions per minute

(rym). Again, this is a low error, considering the errors possible in measuring the actual

velocity. Therefore, it was verified that there is accurate velocity data being returned by

the motion controller API.

Table 6.3: Encoder vel rheadata wltocterea

Actual
Velocity

frnm - ccrv)

Encoder
Value

(counts/sec)

Measured
Velocity

(rpm - ccw)

Actual
Velocity

lrpm r cw)

Encoder
Value

lcounts/sec)

Measured
Velocify

(rpm -. ccw)
30.7 t44667 31 20.6 93333 20
66.2 307s33 6s.9 55.6 261333 56
94.6 443800 95.1 87.1 406000 87

6.3 Motor Torque Constant

Due to a lack of torque measuring devices, the motor torque constant was

determined by the following experiment. The motor, without a gearhead, was mounted

with the output shaft oriented horizontally and leveled. A piece of dowelling (17 mm

radius) was mounted on the shaft and a known mass was suspended from the dowel

(Figure 6.3). The cunent corresponding to the minimum torque required to hold the mass

was measured and the relationship between torque and cument was found. The resulting

data for the two motors is shown in Figure 6.4 and 6.5. The slopes of the trendlines in

these plots indicate the experimentally determined torque constants for the motors
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(0.055Nnt/A). This was consistent with the 0.0542 Nn/A torque constant specified in the

literature [Reli92]. It was decided that due to potential emors in the experimental process,

it would be reasonable to use the manufacturer's supplied torque constant in the

manipulator control software.

AB
Figure 6.3: Torque constant apparatus A: Front view, B: Side view
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Figure 6.5: Motor #2 torque vs. current characteristic
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6.4 Motor and Gearhead Friction

The plateau friction value from Figure 4.14 was deternined by calculating the

breakaway torque values for the motor/gearhead combination. The final measured

breakaway torque for each motor was selected to be the average of eight values taken at

different output shaft orientations. The breakaway torque was found by gradually

increasing the torque commanded to the motors, with gearheads attached, in increments

of 0.01 Nm and recording the torque at which movement of the output shaft started

[Ams88]. The results for the two motors, shoulder (#1) and elbow (#2), can be found in

Tables 6.4 and 6.5 respectively. The average breakaway torque for the shoulder motor

was found to be 0.94 Nm, while the average for the elbow motor was I .14 Nrn.

Table 6.4: Motor #1 breakaway torquesw
Breakaway
Torqùo - c*

Nm)

, Br:èakaway
Tórque -,ccw
. fNm) "

0.86 0.99
0.91 l.08
1.01 0.88
0.89 0.86

Table 6.5: Motor #2breakaway torques
Breakaway
Torque - cw

(Nm)

Breakaway
Toique - ccyy

(Nm)

r.16 1.18
1.14 l.t0
1.t8 1.13

1.12 1.1

Once the overall system was constructed and tested, these values were found to be

too high. Since the subject moving the handle was responsible for starting the motion of

the robot instead of the motors, these breakaway values generated a torque that 'helped'
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the subject. This meant that the subject did not feel a near-frictionless movement at the

end-effector, but rather felt like the robot was pulling their hand faster. To compensate

for this, the torque values were reduced by feel and the fìnal torque values for the

shoulder and elbow were 0.86 Nm and 1.02 Nm respectively.

6.5 Amplifier Step Response

The step response of the motor/amplifier combination was found by applying a

step input to the amplifier input and measuring the rise time for the amplif,rer output

current. The rise time was found by connecting an oscilloscope to the MCO output of the

amplifier, which provides a voltage signal proportional to the motor current. The step

response, Figure 6.6, was found to be a first order rise with a full rise time of 2ms.

Figure 6.6: Amplifier step response.

This rise time is lower than the sampling period of the controller (10 ms), so that by the

time the next control loop stafis, the previously commanded currents have settled to their

steady-state values.
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6.6 Overall Performance Limitations

Due to the gearing used on the motors, the simplified friction model used and the

fact that the inertial properties of the robot linkage were ignored by the control software,

there are several limitations to the performance of the manipulandum system.

6.6.1 Gearhead Backlash

The gearheads used for this system have a backlash of l6 arcmin or 0.267 ' . This

fairly large backlash is due to the larger gear ratio selected to accommodate the torque

requirements of the experiments. This backlash means that there is a'dead-zone' of

rotation at the output shaft ofeach gearhead. This causes related dead-zones in the X and

Y directions seen at the end-effector. The size of this zone when the robot handle is

placed in the middle of the workspace,X:40 cm, Y: 0 cm, is I mm in the X direction

and 2.4 mm in the Y direction. Note that these are the worst-case displacements at this

location. The main effect of this backlash from a performance perspective is that the

subjects have problems starting and stopping their movements in a smooth manner.

However, since the movement error calculation does not involve these parlicular points

this effect should be minimized. But, there is still potential for additional eror during a

given trial, whích should result in a larger standard error in the movement error

calculations.

6.6.2 Force Field Generation

Since the friction model used only handles coulomb friction, the model is not

completely accurate. As a result, the subjects do not encounter a seemingly 'frictionless'
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environment. This means that the interaction forces caused by the friction torques will

affect the force fìelds generated by the manipulandum. In particular, for some directions,

the subject's motion may be made to follow the robot's preferred direction to a certain

extent. This can occur because the force applied by the subject may not be high enough

to overcome the friction of one link (ie: the upper arm of the robot). In this case, the

outer limb of the robot may simply rotate about the nearly fixed distal end of the upper

arm link and cause the subject to follow a slightly curved path. This is parlicularly

evident for Directions #4 and #8 (see next chapter). The combined effect of the backlash

and friction issues made movement in directions 1 and 5 quite difficult and inconsistent

between subjects, so these directions were excluded from the experimental procedures

described in the next chapter.
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C}IAPTER VII

BXPBRIMBNT DBSIGN

7.1 Experimental Setup

7.1.1 Physical Configuration

The experimental setup is presented in Figure 7 .1. A computer monitor

displaying the interface from Figure 5.5 was positioned such that the centre of the

workspace was approximately level with subject's eyes. The height of the

manipuladnum was set in a subjectively 'comfortable' position for each subject

(approximately level with the solar-plextrs). This was one of the primary differences

between this work and past experiments. Previous studies were performed with the

subject's arm artificially abducted 90', in order to keep the subject's ann in the same

plane as the robot. However, the movements performed in this abducted position are not

very natural and can be quite difficult in some directions. The confìguration used in this

work allowed for a study of adaptation in a more natural position that more closely

emulates everyday reaching movements.

7 .1.2 T arget Directions

As mentioned in Section 5.4, the task being learned by the test subjects was to

reach a displayed target within 0.5 + 0.1 seconds. These targets were in one of six

possible directions as shown in Figure 7.2. The horizontal directions (dashed lines) in

this f,rgure, labeled as I and 5, were not used in this experiment due to the performance

limitations listed in the previous chapter. It should be noted that the anangement of
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Figure 7.1: Experimental setup.

target directions shown in Figure 7.2 does not represent the configuration of targets

actually shown to the subjects. In order to keep the robot dynamics consistent in each

direction and to keep the movements closer to the centre of the robot's workspace, every

odd target trial began at a given starting location and moved outwards. The following

trial was selected to be in the opposite direction moving from the previous target location

back to the starling position (Figure 7.3). As a result, all movements in the same

direction had the same starting and ending locations. The centre starting point was offset

fi'om the centre of the Figure 5.5 workspace by moving it2 cm up and 2 cmto the left.

This offset insured that the outward movements did not end too close to the limits of the

robot workspace.
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Figure 7.22 Target directions.

Figure 7.3: Actual target configuration seen by subjects.

7.1.3 Force Field Design

For movements in each direction a velocity-based viscous force field was applied

to perturb the subject's movements. Since the force field is based on velocity,

independent of position, the impedance controller equation from (3.23) hasK = 0 and

Vo :0, resulting in the following force/velocity relationship.
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F,u : -BV (7.1)

The viscosity matrix, .8, was selected such that the perturbing force was pelpendicular to

the direction of motion, with a magnitude proportional to the velocity along the straight

line joining the beginning and end points of each movement. For the directions parallel

1o the robot's base coordinate frame, the viscosity matrix is:

l-o - rlu=u,lo 
o_lNr..lr.

[o o-l
o = u'1, 

o)N 
t""t* 

'

for Directions #7 and #5 (7.2)

for Directions #3 and #7 (7.3)

where, B¡, is the matrix gain. For the diagonal directions, the velocity vector must be

rotated by - 45" to align with one of the parallel axes before determining the desired

force. Once the force is found, the result is rotated back to the original direction. Using

(3.3), the rotation matrices required for these operations are determined to be:

n(z,_qs",,_ [."'(- 
+s") - sinþ 4s:)-l : Jrl t rl

n(2,+s):[:î.9;ì ;älijl :+li 
,']

(7.4)

Movements in Directions #2 (- 45" ) and #6 ( - 135' ) are therefore rotated to align with

Directions #3 (-90') and #7 (+ 90'), so that, using (7.3) and (7.4),the viscosity matrix

becomes:

(7.5)

:ït, ll

l)^{',0'¡B = B,RØ,-t [i

'=+li ,'ïi
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(7.1)

Similarly,byaligningDirections #4(-135")and#8 (+45' )withDirections#l (-0')

and #5 ( 1 80" ), one gets the viscosity matrix:

[- o.s - o.sl
B = B,l lN seclm , fo, DirecÍions #2 and #6'1 0.s 0.5 1 ) r

[o.s - o.slB: B,l ^ - ^ -lN seclm , fo, Direclions #4 and #8'l 0.s - 0.51
(7.8)

The viscosity gain, B¡, is set for each run based on the experiment protocol described in

the next section.

7.2 Group #l

The first experiment was intended to study adaptation to endpoint-viscous force

fields (dependent on the end-effector velocity) in a manner similar to that presented in

[ShMu94]. This work was intended to verify that the designed system could reasonably

reproduce the results of past motor learning experiments. Five healthy test subjects with

no known neuromotor impairments

were used in this study.

7 .2.1 Experim ental Procedure

The test subjects were presented with five target sets, each consisting of 180

trials, with 30 trials in each direction. In between each 180 trial set, the subjects were

instructed to rest for several minutes to prevent fatigue. The directions of the odd

numbered trials were selected randomly from Directions #2 (- 45" ), #3 ( - 90') and#4

(-135'). As mentioned previously, the even trials were then selected to return to the
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starting location (Directions #6 (+ 135'), #7 (+ 90') and #8 (+ 45") respectively). The

first target set was null field training to familiarize the subjects with the dynamics of the

robotlinkage. Theforcefieldinthiscasehad B, =0 forallofthetrials. Thesecondset

of targets was used to determine the force field baseline behaviour. A force with

B, =72N seclm was applied to five randomly chosen trials in each direction, with all

other trials remaining in the null field. These trials provided a measure of the subject's

performance in the force fìeld without any opportunity for adaptation. The third and

fourth target sets were the adaptation stage, in which all 180 trials had a force field

with B, = 72N secl m applied. These trials allowed the subjects to experience the force

field consistently and provided the opporlunity for adaptation. The final target set had

the force field applied for all but five trials in each dírection. These randomly selected

trials were catch trials intended to measure the after-effects of the subject's adaptation.

7.3 Group #2

The second experiment was designed to study learning generalization based on

movement direction as demonstrated in [DoShO2] and [DoFS03]. The experimental

setup, target directions and force field design for this experiment are all the same as for

the first experiment. Also, as in the previous experiment, there were five other healthy

test subjects with no known neuromotor impairments. No subjects participated in more

than one experiment group.
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7.3.1 Experimental Procedure

in this experiment, the subjects were presented with four sets of targets, again

consisting of 180 trials each, with 30 trials in each direction. The first target set was the

same as the null field set presented at the start of the fìrst experiment. The second and

third target sets represented the adaptation phase of the experiment and had the force field

(8, =l2N seclm) applied for all of the trials. However, in these two sets, the movements

were restricted to Directions #3 (- 90") and #7 (+ 90'). Finally, the fourlh target set had

1 80 trials, with 30 in each direction. For this set, the force field was applied for all of the

trials.

To determine whether the subjects in this experiment had generalized their

adaptation from Directions #3 ( - 90" ) and #7 ( + 90') to the other four directions, their

performance in the final target set was compared to the performance of the Group #l

subjects in their first adaptation set. Since this was the first time the subjects from the

first group experienced the consistent force field, they could be treated as naive control

subjects for the second group's experiment.

7.4 Group #3

The third and final experiment involved studying adaptation in a force field with a

random magnitude in a manner similar to that in IScDMOl], where subjects performed

reaching movements in a single directions while experiencing a random magnitude force

field. Again, the experimental setup, target directions and force field design are all the

same as those used for the previous two experiments. Also, as before, there were five test

subjects with no known neuromotor impairments.
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7 .4.1 Experim ental Procedure

Each of the subjects in this experiment experienced fìve sets of trials. The first set

was the same null field target set from the first two groups, which allowed the subjects to

learn the robot dynamics in all six directions. The next three sets rvere the adaptation

sets, with each set consisting of 180 movements with varying force field magnitudes.

These trials consisted of 30 movements in each of the six possible directions. During

each trial, the gain value was set to a value selected randomly from the set:

B, = {8, 10,12,14,16l N secl m (7.9)

It is worth noting that the mean value of the gain values from (7.9) is 121/ seclm, which

is the force field magnitude from the first experiment. The fìnal set of trials was the same

as the previous three except that, for five trials in each direction, the gain magnitude was

set to the null field value. This provided a measure of the after-effects of any adaptation

to the random field, which could then be compared with the after-effect results from

Group #1. Table 7.1 summarizes the experimental procedures for all three groups.
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Table 7.1: Experimental proced2 .r: Expennlenla ure summa
Null Basline Training Testins

Group
,#l

-No force fìeld
-l 80 trials
-Directions 2,3, 4,
6,J,8

-No force field
-1 80 trials
-Directions 2, 3,
4, 6,7 ,8
-Constant field
for 5 random
trials in each
dil'ection

-Constant force
fìeld
-360 trials
-Directions 2,3, 4,
6,7 ,8

-Constant force
field
-1 80 trials
-Directions 2,3,4,
6,7,8
-No field for 5

random trials in
each direction

Group
#2

-Same as above -None

-Constant force
fìeld
-360 trials
-Directions 3 and
7 only

-Constant force
field
-180 trials
-Directions 2,3, 4,
6,7,8

Group
#3

-Same as above -None

-Random
magnitude force
fìeld
-540 trials
-Directions 2,3, 4,
6,7 ,8

-Random
magnitude force
field
-i80 trials
-No field for 5

random trials in
each direction
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CHAPTER VIII

BXPERIMBNTAL RBSULTS AI\D DISCUSSION

8.1 Data Analysis

8.1.1 Data Conversion

The raw data files logged by the experiment software are not in a state that is

appropriate for the analysis and display programs. Therefore the first stage of analyzing

the data from the above experiments isto transform the raw data fìles into a suitable

format. This transformation occurs in two stages, the first of which is to remove all of

the non-trial run points, since these are the only points that need to be analyzed. These

are the points in the data file for which clockCount is zerc. Second, the position and

velocity data that is logged by the experiment software is expressed in terms of the

robot's base reference frame. The directions of the X- and Y-axes in this frame do not

match the X- (horizontal) and Y- (vertical) axes of the visual interface in Figure 5.5.

Therefore, each recorded data point is transformed to the display coordinate frame. This

transformation is performed in the ÍransþrmFile.mMatlab function in Appendix G.

8.1.2 Trajectory Trimming

It was found that, due to the backlash problerns discussed in the Chapter 6,

subjects had some difficulty bringing the robot handle to a smooth and immediate stop.

In order to avoid any potential movement error miscalculations resulting from this issue,

each movement trajectory was trimmed to eliminate any data points after the first

transient minimum in the trial's velocity profile IScDMOl]. This transient minimum
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corresponds to the point at which the trajectory changes direction as a result of the

subject's corrective actions. An example trajectory, along with its associated velocity

profile, is shown in Figure 8.1 . Note that this velocity profìle represents the magnitude of

the velocity. The transient minimum in the velocity profile is shown with a vertical line

and the comesponding point on the trajectory is highlighted with an arrow. The Matlab

program to perform this operation, trimTrajecÍories.m, is presented in Appendix H.

E -U.Ub

l4Ì ntì

'E 0.4
o
0J.' t2-ü.1

4 t-ll. .r --l-0.05 0 rl.Ds "'l o.s .l

x lml Time [s]

Figure 8.1: Typical movement trajectory (left) and velocity prof,rle (right).

8.1.3 Movement Brror

In ot'der to quantify the performance of the test subjects, a measure of movement

eüor was developed. For each trial the movement erT:or was defined as the maximum

perpendicular displacement from the straight line joining the starting and target locations.

Note that this assumes, as discussed in the Motor Learning Background chapter, that the

subject's desired trajectory is along such a straight line [ShMu94]. Upon examination of

the trajectory plots in subsequent sections, one can see that the error caused by the

perpendicular forces creates an error towards the end of the trimmed trajectories.

Because of this, the movement error was calculated using the final 100 ms of each
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trimmed trajectory. The positive error direction was chosen to coincide with the direction

of the perturbing force field. The Matlab functions used to calculate this movement error,

findMovementEruors.tn andfindDisp.m, can be found in Appendix I.

8.1.4 Measure of Significance

In order to quantify the amount of generalizationthat occurs in between directions

in Group #2, a measure of significance was employed. Specifically, Student's t-test,

[MoRH9a], was used to compare the average movement errors between the naive control

subjects from Group #i and those in Group #2. Inthis test, the null hypothesis that the

two sample means are the same is either accepted or rejected with a given level of

confidence. In these experiments a95Yo confidence value was selected. If the null

hypothesis is rejected, then one can state with95o/o confidence that the sample means are

significantly different and that some sort of generalization must have occurred. The t-test

itself was perfonned using the tÍest2.m function from the Matlab Statistical Toolbox.

8.1.5 Correlation Analysis

As presented in IScDMO1], the relationships between current and past movement

errors and between current movement errors and past force field magnitudes can be

determined using a correlation analysis. Specifically, the relationship between current

and past errors can be found using the autocorelation ofthe recorded erlor sequence. If

the subjects are not simply adapting to some perceived constant field strength, but rather

they are anticipating the force field strength based, in part, on past errors, there should be

a signifìcant correlation with past movement errors seen in the autoconelation sequence.
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The 95Yo confidence interval was used for a measure of significant correlation. The size

of the interval was based on the Zo lJÑ limits, where N is the length of the signals being

correlated. Similarly, a cross-coffelation between the movement errors and the force

field magnitudes was used to determine whether a subject's performance on any given

trial was dependent on the previously encountered forces. The Matlab function for

performing the correlation analysis, corrAnalysis.m, can be found in Appendix J.

8.2 Group #1

8.2.1 Results

The results presented for this section will include a full collection of data from

one subject so that the reader can gain a full appreciation ofresults for a typical subject.

The results for the other four subjects will be included in a more condensed form. The

adaptation of Subject #l is illustrated in Figure 8.2. Each plot contains the average of l0

movements in each direction. The sequence of plots shows the subject's adaptation

through their 360 adaptation trials. The average baseline force field performance for

Subject #1, along with their average after-effect performance, is shown in Figure 8.3.

Figure 8.34 shows the initial performance of the subject without an opportunity for

adaptation. The null field results in Figure 8.38 represent the performance of the subject

after adaptation, but without a force field present. The movement enor data for each of

the directions are shown in Figures 8.4-9. Each irnage contains the average movement

error for each subject (10 move bins) and the average error for all subjects in a given

direction. Finally, the average baseline error and average after-effect error values for all

of the subjects are shown in Tables 8.1 and 8.2 respectively.
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Table 8.1 baselia : Average baselrne erors (cm
Sub #1 Sub #2 Sub #3 Sub #4 Sub #5 Ave. Std. Dev.

Direction #2 2.19 2.91 1.65 1.90 1.66 2.06 0.23
Direction #3 3.66 283 2.74 2.88 1.96 2.81 0.27

Direction #4 1.07 1.36 0.82 0.84 0.87 0.99 0.10
Direction #6 1.50 1.67 159 1.55 1.47 t.co 0.04
Direction #7 J.JJ 3.18 2.19 2.19 1.83 2.54 0.30
Direction #8 1.05 1.04 0.83 0.90 0.99 0.96 0.04

Table 8.2able ð.2: ,q.v after-eflect errors ( cm
Sub #1 Sub #2 Suti #3 Sub #4 Sub #5 Ave. Std. Dev.

Direction #2 -2.48 -1.89 -2.24 -2.13 -1.65 -2.08 0.14
Direction #3 -1.94 1.71 -1.09 -2.51 1.67 -1.78 0.23
Direction #4 -1.03 -1.51 -0.49 -0.77 -0.88 -0.94 0.17
Direction #6 -1 90 -1.95 -1.34 -1.90 1.50 -172 0.12
Direction #7 -2.51 -2.80 -1.95 1.92 -2.00 -2.24 0.'18

Direction #8 -1.14 -1.96 -1 14 1.38 -0.95 -1.31 0.1 I

8.2.2 Discussion

Examination of Figure 8.2 shows that, as the adaptation trials progressed, the

average performance of Subject #1 approached a near-straight path (for all directions).

The change is particularly obvious in Directions #3 ( - 90') and #7 ( + 90"). This

apparent improvement in performance should correspond to an associated decrease in

movement error with adaptation. This is indeed the case for Subject #1, as illustrated in

Figures 8.4-8.9 (Plot A). The movement enors for the other subjects also show a general

decrease with adaptation as can be seen in Plot F in Figures 8.4-8.9 showing the average

movement eror for each direction. The average performance of Subject #1 suggests, the

most drastic improvement occurs in Directions #3 ( - 90" ) and #7 ( + 90'), as seen in

Figures 8.5 and 8.8 respectively. In these directions, all of the test subjects exhibit a

ffi
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consistent and significant improvement in movement error as they adapt to the force

field. ForDirections#2(-45')and#6(+135"),seeninFiguresS.4andS.T,anobvious

decrease in movement en'or occurs for four out of five subjects. In Directio n #2 (- 45" ),

Subject #2 shows no clear change in his/her performance as a result of adaptation.

Subject #4 shows an improvement in performance for Direction #6 ( + 135'), although it

is not as significant as the improvement for the other four subjects. Examination of

Figure 8.9 shows that all of the test subjects show an improvement in movement error for

Direction #8 ( + 45' ), although the decrease is less significant for Subject #2 and Subject

#3. Also, the improvement in Direction 8 (+ a5" ) is less significant than those of

Directions #2(-45'),#3 (-90"),#6 (+135')and#7 (+90"). Inthe case of Direction

#4 (- 135' ), Figure 8.6, there is a small improvement visible. This improvement is,

however, not particularly signihcant as expected. Since Direction #8 ( + 45' ) is directly

opposite to Direction#4 (- 135"), it is understandable that if one of these directions

shows less significant improvement, it should be reflected on the opposite direction as

well.

Comparing the results for Direction #4 (- 135') with those of the other directions,

one can see that the subjects generally had a poorer performance in this direction. This

lack of improvement appears to be the result of the performance limitations discussed in

Chapter 6, since the path followed by the subjects is curved. The friction and backlash

issues result in the upper-ann link of the manipulator remaining relatively motionless

during the movement, while the forearm link rotates about the elbow joint.

The general improvement in perlormance exhibited by the test subjects suggests

that they were adapting to the applied force field. In order to veri$ the use of an internal
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model in the adaptation process, the after-effects of adaptation were compared with the

force field baseline perfonnance. The average baseline and after-effect trajectories of

Subject #1 are shown in Figure 8.34 and 8.38 respectively. It can be seen that, when the

force field was randomly removed during the after-effect trials, the subjects moved along

a trajectory that mirrored (approximately) their initial performance in the force field. The

resulting average movement errors are presented in Tables 8.1 (baseline performance)

and 8.2 (after-effects). It can be seen that the after-effect errors are opposite in sign and

of the same approximate amplitude as the force field baseline errors. This suggests that

the subjects were predicting what forces they would encounter on the next trial and were

generating joint torques to compensate for the expected force. This provides evidence

that there is an internal model being used in the adaptation process as expected.

Overall, this experirnent showed that, for reaching movements performed in a

more natural, non-abducted arm orientation, subjects still exhibited clear evidence of

adaptation through the use of an internal model. These results are in line with those

reporled in previous work such as [ShMu94]. Also, it was seen that, even though the

manipulandum used in this work was lower in cost and quality than other similar

systems, it could still be used to determine the general adaptation strategies employed by

the test subjects.

8.3 Group #2

8.3.1 Results

The primary objective for the second experiment was to view the performance of

test subjects in the sarne field used during the first adaptation set of Group #1, but after
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training in a two direction training set. With this is mind, the average performance of the

Group #2 subjects for each of the six directions is shown in Figure 8.10. These averages

are based on 10 move bins for each direction.
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8.3.2 Discussion

The average performance of the Group #2 subjects in all six directions after

training in Directions #3 (-90') and#7 (+90') is seen in Figure 8.10. In orderto

determine if there was any generalization of leaming based on direction, these results

were compared with the naive control subjects from Group #1. The initial force field

performance for each direction shown in Plot F, Bin #l of Figures 8.4-8.9 was compared

with the corresponding Bin #l performance in Figure 8.10.

For each direction, a Student's t-test was performed to find the signifìcance of any

change in movement error. The two sampled data sets being compared are the average

performances of the subjects in each experiment (Bin #1). Table 8.3 shows the

probability that the null-hypothesis should be accepted (performance differences are due

to chance) and also shows whether these probabilities are significant with either an85Yo

or 95o/o confidence interval.

Table 8.3: Direction generalization signifìcance values between Group #l
control subjects and Group #2 test subjects. Based on performance of

subjects during initial exposure to the consistent force fìeld in all
directions (avera error durine first bin).

Since Directions #4 (- 135') and #8 ( + 45" ) showed less significant improvement

in performance due to adaptation in Group #1, it was expected that there would be less

chance of any learning generalization to these directions. This expectation was supporled

by the probability values in Table 8.3, since the probability of accepting the null

hypothesis was above 80% for each of these directions. Since Directions #3 (-90') and

P-value
ilïcaht? $5'/'
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#7 (+ 90') were the training directions, the very low probability values in the above table

were expected. Obviously, training in these directions gave the Group #2 subjects a

signifìcantly lower movement eror than the untrained Group #l subjects.

For Directions #2 (- 45') and #6 ( + 135'), it can be seen that the null-hypothesis

cannot be rejected with95o/o confidence. Instead, the confidence interval must be

lowered to 85Yo for rejection. This suggests that there may have been generalization to

Directions 2 (- 45" ) and 6 ( + 135'), as predicted by [DoFSO3], but it was not at the

expected signihcance level. This reduced significance could be the result of the extra

uncertainty added by the friction and backlash from the gearheads. Also, since only 4 out

of 5 subjects showed clear adaptation in these directions during Group #1, one could

expect to see a slightly lower chance of learning and generalization in these directions.

Overall, these results suggest that there is generalization from Directions #3 (- 90" ) and

#7 (+ 90") to Directions #2 (- 45') and #6 ( + 135'), which supports the idea of basis

functions with large receptive fields reported in the past [DoFSO3] [Muss99].

8.4 Group #3

8.4.1 Results

The primary objective of the Group #3 experiments was to see how subjects

adapted to an uncertain force field. The first question to consider is to what approximate

field did the subjects adapt? To quantify this in some way, the average after-effect errors

were detetmined. The resulting values are displayed in Table 8.4. Next, the average

trajectories for each of the possible gain magnitudes are shown for a typical subject in

Figure 8.11. These plots show the average movement for all of the trials in each direction
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at each gain level. Figures 8.12 and 8.13 show the overall enor series and direction-

based enor series respectively for a typical subject.

Table I fter-effr
^

.4: Average after-efï'ect errors in random fie d (cm

Sub #l Sub #2 Sub #3 Sutr #4 Sub #5 Ave. Std. Dev.

Direction #2 -2.13 -2.39 -2.74 -2.57 -217 -2.40 0.12

Direction #3 -2.80 -1.69 -1.45 -2.31 -1.36 -1 92 0.28

Direction #4 -1.42 -0.33 0.01 0.27 -1.02 -0 50 0.32

Direction #6 -1.43 1.27 -1.90 1.76 -1.59 -1.59 0.1 1

DiÍection #7 -2.00 -2.07 -1.41 -2.34 -3.29 -2.22 0.31

Direction #8 1.51 -0.38 -0.74 1.76 1.44 -1.17 0.26

. The results of the overall error/error autocorelation and error/gain cross-

correlation analyses are presented in Figure 8.14 for all subjects. The results for the

individual directions are shown in Figures 8.15-19. Each figure from Figure 8.15-19

contains correlations for each direction for each subject. The top plot for each pair is the

error autocorrelation, while the bottom plot is the gain/error correlation. The dashed

horizontal lines in each plot represent The95o/o confidence interval limits.
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8.4.2 Discussion

Past work, [ScDMO1], suggested that when exposed to a force field with uncertain

magnitude values, subjects adapted to the approximate mean of the force field. To

detetmine if this was the case in the present work, the after-effect values from Group #3

(Table 8.4) were compared with the after-effècts from Group #1 (Table 8.2). This was

done because the ûìean of the force field for this experiment was selected to be equal to

the force field magnitude from Group #1. Comparison of the values in these two tables

shows that the average after-effect values for each direction flom Group #3 are of the

same sign and approximate magnitude as those from Group #1. This suggests that the

adaptation to the random force fìeld was to the approximate mean force field. This is

also supporled by examining Figure 8.10 and noting that the force field gain with the

least movement error is 10-12 Nsec/m. These results show that the adaptation to the

approximate mean of the random field applies even when considering multiple directions,

rather than just the single direction repor-ted in [ScDM01].

In a similar manner to [ScDM01], examination of a typical movement error series,

as shown in Figure 8.12, reveals a sharp decrease in movement error with the first 100

trials before stabilizing around some steady-state mean value. By fitting an exponential

curve to this data one can estimate the f time to steady state of approximately 70 trials,

which gives a time constant of 14 trials. This time constant was consistent across all five

subjects in this experiment. Interestingly, this time constant is six times larger than the

2.4 frial time constant reported for a Gaussian random gain in IScDMO1]. To explain

this, consider the coruesponding direction-based error plots (Figure 8.13), in which one

can see that each direction's error series has an initial decrease in error with a time
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constantintherange of 2-3 trials. Theseresultsshowthatwhenmultipledirectionsare

considered, each individual direction adapts at the same rate as it would if there were

only one direction, and that the overall adaptation rate (over all directions) is simply the

sum of the time constants for each direction. This suggests that, even though there might

be some generalization between directions as seen in Group #2, each direction in the

random force field appears to adapt primarily based on the errors and gains in that

direction alone.

With this result in mind, it remains to determine the relationship between current

movement error and past movement errors and fìeld gains. As seen in Figure 2.1, one

would expect the current movement enor to depend on the most recent movement errors

and force field gains. According to the time constant analysis above, there should be

significant correlations (similar to Figure 2. I ) in each individual direction, but not for the

overall error series. The correlations for the overall error series in Figure 8.14 show only

slightly significant error/gain conelations at a lag of around 4-6 trials. These conelations

are beyond The 1-2lag results reported in [ScDM0l] and may simply be a manifestation

of the correlations for individual directions discussed in the next paragraph. The error

auto-correlation sequences in Figure 8.14 show no clear trends and do not display the

cotrelation pattern found in [ScDMO1]. There are a few positive correlation points that

may be the result of direction-based correlations due to the performance Iimitations of the

manipulator (Chapter 6).

The average error auto-corelation results for the individual directions (Figures

8.15-8.17 - Upper images) do not show any significant correlations. It is possible that

any error-based dependence is either offset by the positive conelations from the
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manipulator dynamics or af-fected by the additional uncertainty added to the system by

the gearhead backlash.

The error/gain correlation analysis for each direction supports the expected gain

dependence of tlie movement error. The negative correlation with the most recently

experienced gains (1-2 trials) can be seen in all directions shown in Figures 8.15-17.

While these negative correlations are not outside fhe95o/o confidence interval limits, they

are significant when compared to the correlations for other lag values. The less

significant conelation is most likely the result of having subsequent trials in one direction

separated by at least one trial in another direction. Dependíng on the number of

intermediate trials, the subject will 'unlearn' the results for the most recent trial in a given

direction and the resulting corelation will be reduced accordingly. This would apply to

both the error autocorrelation and error-gain cross-cor¡elation results. However, despite

this unlearning, adaptation still occurs for each direction and, based on the results in

Figures 8. i 5-8.17, it is most dependent on the previous gains experienced in that

direction.

It is also interesting to note that the lowest zerc-lag error/gain correlation values

occur in Directions #4 and #8. This result supports the conclusion that, for these

particular directions, the manipulator dynamics were significantly affecting the error

values. This is evident because the error was not as dependent on past or current errors or

gains and must have been the result of the manipulator performance limitations.

Overall, the results of this experiment show that in the presence of an

unpredictable force held, subjects adapt to the approximate mean of the field gain and do

so based on recently experienced force values. The recent experiences that most affect
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the performance in a given direction are the gains previously encountered in that

particular direction. Also, it appears that the performance limitations of the

manipulandum contribute to the inconsistencies in the data analysis for this particular

experiment, whereas they did not significantly affect the results for Group #1. Based on

this result, it is reasonable to state that, as one would expect, the lower cost manipulator

option allows for a reasonable determination of general learning trends while limiting

some finer detailed analysis.

8.5 Parkinson Disease Case Study

8.5.1 Motivation

With the experimental apparatus verified and the experimental results discussed, a

practical application of the work at hand was started. In particular, a preliminary pilot

study of the effects of Parkinson disease (PD) on motor learning was performed. While

studies have been performed to study the effects of impairments such as Huntington's

disease on motor learning ISmBS00l, no similar studies have focused on Parkinson

disease. Since the work in [SmBS00] showed that reaching task experiments involving

viscous force fields may be used as a mechanism for early detection of Huntington's

Disease, there is a motivation to determine whether similar claims can be made regarding

PD. Also, once the motor learning aspects of PD are understood, there is the potential to

develop motor leaming-based rehabilitation exercises which patients can use to improve

their motor control capabilities.
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8.5.2 Background

First described in 1 817, by Dr. James Parkinson, Parkinson disease is a brain

disorder characferized by four main symptoms:

n Tremor of a limb at rest

r Slowness of movement

. Stiffness of limbs

. Poor balance

Parkinson disease occurs when dopamine-producing cells in the brain are damaged or

die. Dopamine is a vital chemical, which allows smooth and coordinated functioning of

the body's muscles [PaLKO3]. There are approximately 1.5 million Americans with PD

and an estimated 60,000 newly diagnosed cases each year. Diagnosis of PD is difficult

since there are no current blood tests or imaging scans (X-ray, MRI) that can confirm PD.

These tests can, however, be used to rule out other possible diagnoses. From a treatment

perspective, there are many medications available to alleviate the symptoms of PD.

These treatments mainly focus on the replacement or imitation of dopamine. There is

currently no cure for PD, so these treatment options are intended to improve the quality

of life for the patient by treating their most bothersome symptoms. Both the diffìculty in

diagnosis and lack of a cure are major motivating factors in studying the motor control

aspects of PD.

8.5.3 Experimental Procedure

A single PD patient was asked to perform the reaching tasks described in Group

#1. The only difference was that the force field baseline trial set was removed to reduce
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the amount of time required for the experiment. The results of these trials were compared

with those of a control subject with no motor impairments (Subject #1 - Group #1). The

subject agreed to not take his medication before the experiment in order to allow for a

more accurate characterization of the effects of the disease.

8.5.4 Results

Since PD causes a tremor in patients, it was decided to compare the actual

trajectories of the subjects as opposed to the smoothed average performance. Figure 8.18

shows the trajectories for a typical control subject, with each plot representing a bin of

ten movements in each direction. The corresponding plots of the patient trajectories are

presented in Figure 8.19. Figure 8.20 summarizes the average movement error

performance of the control subjects from Group #1. Figure 8.21 shows the average

movement error for each of the six bins for the patient. Finally, the average after-effect

performance for each direction is shown in Table 8.5 for both the control subject and the

patient.
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Table 8.5: After-effect performance comparison
for each direction (Control vs. Patient)or each dlrectlo n (Control vs. Patie

Control Patient
Direction #2 -2.48 -0.87

Direction #3 -1 94 -0 92

Ðirection #4 -1.03 -0.43

Direction #6 -1.90 -0.96

Direction #7 -2.52 -2.51

Direction #8 -1.14 -0.62

8.5.5 Discussion

As was noted previously, the adaptation of the control subject to the force field

resulted in a general decrease in movement emor. This is shown directly in Figure 8.20

and is supported by the straight path trajectories presented in Figure 8.18. Note also that,

as a result of the rest period between the third and fourth bins (Figures 8.1 8C and 8.1 8D

respectively), the subject appears to have unlearned the force field to a small degree.

This is evident in the slightly more erratic trajectories seen in Figure 8.18D.

The movement trajectories for the patient exhibit tremor and vibration as a result

of their motor impairment. This is particularly evident in Directions #3 (- 90') and #7

( + 90'), since the manipulator dynamics influenced the performance more in the diagonal

directions. For this reason, this discussion will focus primarily on Directions #3 ( - 90')

and#7 (+90'). Despite the tremor, examination of Figures 8.194 and 8.198 shows that

the patient did reduce the amount of movement error resulting from the force field. This

is evidenced by the elimination of the hook shape that can be seen in Figure 8.194

(Direction #7 (+ 90") especially). The reduction in movement eror suggests that the

patient exhibited adaptation and learned to compensate for the expected force field. The

corresponding average movement error plots in Figure 8.21 also show this performance
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improvement for the first two bins of Directions #3 ( - 90" ) and #7 ( + 90" ).

Unfortunately, for many of the movement emor calculations, the enor resulting frorn

tremor can skew the error averages, making the results in Figure 8.21 less reliable.

It should be noted that the patient fatigued quite easily and along with the fatigue

came a loss of control over his hand tremor. This is seen in Figure 8.19C, where the

movements become much more eratic than in the previous bin plot. After the rest

between bins 3 and 4, the subject was able to regain control of their movements and

regain their desired straight path movements. It can be seen in Figure 8.i9D that the

subject's performance still appears improved over that in the first bin, despite the rest.

This shows that the patient's motor learning from the previous set of trials is persisting

acrossthebreak. ThisisalsothecaseforthecontrolsubjectinFigureS.lSD. Thisresult

provides further suppoÍ that this patient was able to adapt to the viscous force field.

Beyond the four-th bin, it was evident during the experiment that the subject was

quite fatigued and that the lack of medication was resulting in even larger degrees of

tremor. For this reason, the movement errors and trajectories beyond this point are not

considered in this discussion.

With evidence supporting the adaptation to the force field, the properties of the

resulting intemal model were analyzed next using an after-effects analysis. After a

longer rest period following the second set of adaptation targets (to allow the patient to

regain control of their tremor), the after-effect targets were presented to the subject. The

resulting after-effect movement errors are shown in Table 8.5. As with the control

subject, all of the patient's after-effect errors were in the opposite direction of the applied

force field. This result suggests that the disease did not impair the patient's ability to
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form an internal model of expected arm dynamics. This, along with the adaptation

towards a straight path seen in Figure 8.19, shows that the impairment may not lie with

the higher level planning structures of the brain. Once again. it is wonh noting that the

patient's internal model provided a sufficient predictive output force to penrrit negative

error values despite fairly significant tremor.

Overall, the results of this pilot study support the idea that PD patients are still

able to adapt to novel forces in their environment through the fonnation of an internal

model. Such adaptation may be particularly useful in the development of rehabilitative

tools, since this ability to adapt is essential to leaming-based rehabilitation exercises.
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CHAPTBR IX

CONCLUSIONS AND RBCOMMEI\DATIONS

9.1 Conclusions

In this report, the development and application of a 2-DOF robotic rnanipulandum

was presented. This development focused on a lower-cost alternative to the traditionally

more expensive systems. The experimental aspects of this work were meant to

demonstrate motor learning in a more natural arm orientation and to also verify the

performance of the low-cost system with respect to previously reporled experimental

research. Finally, with a verified system, a small pilot study was performed to see the

potential relationships between PD and motor learning.

From a robotic development perspective, this work showed that a low cost geared

DC servo system was capable of generating the required force fìelds for studying human

motor control. In particular, an impedance control strategy was employed to allow the

generation of endpoint-viscous forces based on the subject's hand velocity. Naturally,

with the development of a low-cost system there was a trade off in performance. The use

of planetary gearheads introduced backlash into the drive system, which resulted in

increased standard error during movements. Also, this backlash hindered a test subject's

ability to smoothly start and stop their motion. The gearheads also introduced extra

friction components that affected the dynamics of the manipulator.

General motor learning was examined with the arm in a more natural non-

abducted orientation. Test subjects exhibited a clear adaptation, through reduced

movement error, to a perpendicular viscous force field designed to perturb their
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movements. The after-effects resulting from this adaptation showed that the adaptation

was based on the fbnnation of an intemal model to predict the expected dynamics of the

environment, and to automatically generate compensatory forces to regain a desired null

field performance. These learning results also demonstrated that the low-cost

manipulandum was able to provide insight into higher-level motor adaptation strategies.

Learning generalization was examined to determine if training with movements in

one direction affected the performance in other directions. It was found that such a

generalizafion occurred for directions rotated 45' from the training directions. The

significance of this generalizafion was affected by how the dynamics of the robot

(friction and backlash) altered the performance in the test directions. These results agree

with past research and support the idea that the motor control system's internal model is

composed of tunable basis functions with large receptive fields.

The fìnal experimental area studied was learning within an unceftain force field.

While previous work focused on such a field in a single direction, this work examined

reaching in multiple directions. It was found that test subjects adapted to the approximate

mean of the random force field quite quickly. Adaptation in a specific direction was seen

to depend primarily on previous force field gains encountered in that direction and the

rate of adaptation was found to be comparable to the previously reporled single-direction

results. The significance of this dependence was found to be lower than that in the past

research since it was affected by the presence of intermediate trials in other directions.

This work provided support for the idea that adaptation is based solely on recent

memories.
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Once the performance of the system was verified and the experimental results

were found to be supported by previous research in the literature, the system was used to

perf-orm a pilot study on PD and motor leaming. It was found that, for the single patient

studied, PD does not impair the subject's ability to adapt to novel force fields and form

an intelnal model of their expected arm dynamics. This result is promising since it shows

that learning-based tools and activities could potentially be developed to aid in the

rehabilitative exercises of PD sufferers.

9.2 Recommendations and Future Work

This section outlines the recommendations for future work related to this thesis.

In particular it focuses on work to improve the mechanical performance of the

manipulandum and the efficiency of the control software. It also addresses some specific

ideas on where the PD related work should be headed, based on the results of the pilot

study.

In order to solve the performance limitations of the manipulator, the gearhead

backlash and friction must be conected. The simplest method for doing this would be to

replace the current motors with more expensive direct-drive DC torque motors. This

would solve all of the drive-train issues discussed in Chapter 6. This motor replacement

strategy would potentially involve a redesign of the support base as well, since the torque

motors will be much larger in diameter. If the direct-drive option is not available, a more

accurate friction model must be applied to completely compensate for the drive-train

fi'iction [Ams88]. Also, rather than replacing the motors, it could be possible to replace
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the gearheads with backlash-free gears, or at least with a gear system with reduced

backlash.

From a control software perspective, the current implementation does not provide

a lot of extra PC processing time for higher-level applications (such as rehabilitative

games etc). In order to solve this issue, the impedance controller itself can be

implemented on the PCI-7344 using its onboard programming capabilities. This would

offload much of the work from the PC and permit more advanced user interface and

application development.

In order to permit a wider array of potential experiments, two challenges must be

met. First, a force transducer can be placed on the handle of the manipulator to measure

interaction forces between the robot and test subject. This can either be purchased as a

unit, or a 2D transducer can be constructed from strain gauges in a Wheatstone-bridge

confìguration, with their outputs being sent to the analog inputs of the PCI-7344.

Second, in order to study the muscle forces involved in a particular reaching movement,

tlie test subject's joint angles must be accurately estimated. For an abducted arm

orientation, this is a simple procedure. However, for the more natural arm position

studied in this work, the task is much more complicated. It was observed that test

subjects controlled their movements using one rotational DOF at the elbow and three

rotational DOF at the shoulder. Since, the cunent system is only capable of measuring

tlre X, Y and Z coordinates of the subject's hand, it can only estimate three joint angles.

To solve this problem, either the subjects must be restricted to use two DOF at the

shoulder, or an accurate method of determining their elbow location must be developed.

With this additional information all of the joint angles can then be found.
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From an application perspective, further study is required to fully understand the

effects of PD on the motor learning process. Many more patients are required to gain an

appreciation of the full range of PD impairments. If the disease is found to have an effect

on some aspect of motor learning, the progression of this elfect must be determined by

studying gene caniers, without any manifest PD, and patients with varying degrees of

impairments. All of these subjects must be compared to control subjects with no motor

impairments [SmBSO0]. The results of these types of experiments will provide insight

into whether rehabilitative tools and applications based on motor learning can be

developed. The goal of these applications would be to provide exercises that the subjects

can perform to appreciably improve their motor control, while also making the

rehabilitation process more enjoyable. This can be achieved by adding a motivational

game interface on the front-end of the impedance-controlled system.
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APPEI\DIX A

DETAILED CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

) Note: The fbllowing represents the cirsuit for a single motor
) For full detailed information refer to [Reli92]
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APPENDIX B

TORQUE REQUIREMBNT BXPERIMBNT

For several locations in throughout the workspace, the torques required for
generating a lN force in each of four directions were found using torqueTestrn. This
function makes use of the inverse kinematic solution implementedin inverse.m.
Assunring a maximum torque output of 10.7 Nm (fì'om 70:l gear ratio), the maximum
possible force in each direction was calculated. The minimum of these possible torques
gives the force value that this system should be able to produce throughout the workspace
in any direction. The results are summarized in the following table, and the required
Matlab code is presented after the table.

Position
YX

1 N Force
FvFx

Required TorQue
T2T1

Max Force = .

Max Torque /,
Required Toroue

n0.3 10
01

0.7071 0.7071
0.7071 -0.7071

0 0.3162
0.3 0.15

0.2121 0.3297
-0.2121 0.1175

#Dtv/o! 33.8393,
35.66667 71.3333i
50.4479 32.4537!
50.4479 91.0638:

0.4 0 10
0'1

0.707't 0.7071
0.7071 -0.7071

0 0.2872
0.4 0.2

0.2828 0.3445
-0.2828 0.0617

#Dtv/o! 37.25627
26.75 53.5

37.83593 31.05951
37.83593 173.419e

0.5 10
01

0.7071 0.7071
0.7071 -0.7071

0 0.2449
0.5 0.25

0.3536 0.35
-0.3536 -0.0036

#Dtv/o! 43.691:
21 .4 42.t

30.26018 30.5714î
30.26018 2972.221

0.10.3 10
01

0.7071 0.7071
0.707',t -0.7071

-0. r 0.2462
0.3 0.0513

0.1414 Q.2104
-0.2828 0.1379

107 43.460t
35.66667 208.571
75.67185 50.85551
37.83593 77.5924e

0.10.4 10
01

0.7071 0.7071
0.7071 -0.7071

-0.1 0.2244
0.4 0.1314

0.2121 0.2516
-0.3536 0.0658

107 47.68271
26.75 81 .4307|-

50.4479 42.52782
30.26018 162.614

0.10.5 10
01

0.7071 0.7071
0-7071 -0.7071

-0.1 0.1851
0.5 0.203

0-2828 0.2744
-0.4243 -0.0126

107 57.8065(
21 .4 52.7093(

37.83593 38.9941;
25.21801 849.206i

0.3 -0.1 10
01

0.7071 0.7071
0.7071 -0.707',1

0.1 0.3462
0.3 0.2487

0.2828 0.4207
-0.1414 0.0689

107 30.9069f
35.66667 43.02372
37.83593 25.433t
75.67185 155,297t

-0.10.4 10
01

0.7071 0.7071
0-7071 -0.7071

0.1 0.3244
0.4 0.2686

0.3536 0.4193
-0.2121 0.0395

107 32.98391
26.75 39.8361S

30.26018 25.51872
50.4479 270.8861

0.5 -0.1 10
01

0.7071 0.7071
0.7071 -0.7071

0.1 0.2851
0.5 0.297

0.4243 0.4116
-0.2828 -0.0084

107 37.5306S
21 .4 36.02694

25.21801 25.99611
37.83593 1273.81

Minimum Value: 21.4N
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torqueTest.m

function tTORI = torqucTest(Fx.Fl',pX,pY)

9ofìntl thc.ioint arrgles for thc cuncnt position

Irhetal.theta2] : inverse(pXll00.pY/ì00):

o%link lcngths
al :0.35:
a2:0.25:

o%tri gonorretri c functions
cl:cos(lhetaì):
sl =sin(thelâl):
cl 2 = cos(thetal+theta2);
s l2 = sin(thetal+theta2):

Tojacobian
J = [-(a I *s I +t+s I 2) -a2*s I 2:(a I + cl +û.+ cl2) a2* cl 2l;

7ofind torques using irtual rvork
TOR : J,*[Fx:Fy]:

inverse.m

fì¡nction [Tl.T2l = inverse(X.Y)

a I = 0.35;
a2= 0.25.
o%solve for theta 2

T2 = acos((X^2+Y nZ-aln2-a2n2)l (2* al * a2)):

Kl =X:
N/_ I.

K3 = al+a2*cos(T2):
K4 = a2*sin(T2):

sl =K2+K3_Kl+K4.
cl : Kl+K3+K2+K4:

%osolve for theta I

Tl : atan2(sl,cì):
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APPEI.{DIX C

MANIPULATOR CODB

Manipulator.hpp:

#ifndef _MANIPULAIOR
#define _MANIPULATOR

#include "FlexMotn.h"
#include <math.h>

#define INPUWECTOR 0xFF
#defìne MASKl 0x02
#define MASK2 0x04

#define A1 0.35 //link lengths
#define A2 0.25
#defìne M1 0 //mass in kg of link 1

#defìne M2 0 //mass in kg of link 2
#define G 0 //9.81 //acceleration due to gravity (m/s^2)

#defìne KT 0.054232718 //motor torque constant (N-m/A) - [7.68 oz-inlA]
#defìne MAX_CURRENT 2.82 llmaxtmum current (amps) - corresponds to + l0V
#define MAX_VOLT 10
#define STEP 0.00030518043793392843518730449378195 i/DAC quantization step size
#define ENCODERCOUNT 4000 //number of encoder pulses in one revolution
#define N 70 //gear ratio

//NOïE: for directions, friction and offset, 3 removed
/i 1 becomes old 2,2 becomes old 3
#define DlRl -1

#define DlR2 1

#define BPOSl 0.86
#define BNEGl -0.86
#define SLOPEl 0.09
#defìne SLOPEMIDl 3.8
#define BPOS2 1.02
#defìne BNEG2 -1 .02
#define SLOPE2 0.09
#define SLOPEMID2 3.5

#define OFFSETI 0.095
#define OFFSET2 0.035

const fl oat RADIANCONST = 2.M_Pl/(ENCODERCOUNT"N);
const float TORQ U ECONST = MAX_VOLT(MAX_C U RRENT-KT"N) ;

class Manipulator {
public:

_fastcall Manipulato(uB iboardlD);
_fastcall -Manipulato(;
void _fastcall getPosition(float& posx, float& posY);
void _fastcall getAngles(float& anglel ,float& angle2);
void _fastcall getVelocity(fl oat& velX,float& velY);
void _fastcall getTrajectory(float& posX, float& posY,float& velX,float& velY);
void _fastcall setTorques(const float& tor1, const float& tor2);
void _fastcall getTorques(float& torl , float& tor2);
void _fastcall jacobian(const float& in.l,const float& in2,float& out'l ,float& out2),
void _fastcall jacobianTrans(const float& inl,const float& in2,float& outl ,float& out2);
void _fastcall getcrav¡tyTorgues(float& torl , float& tor2);
void _fastcall updateMotionlnfo0;
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private:
uB boardlD; // ïhe identification number of the controller board

//private utility variables
i32 status;
i32 temp;
i16 outVall;
i16 outVal2;

float torquel; // last commanded iorque value
float torque2;

//values for friction compensation
float interPos'l;
float interNeg'l ;

float velPosl;
float velNegl;
float interPos2;
float interNeg2;
float velPos2;
float velNeg2,

//last updated joint angles (radians)
float thetal, theta2, thetaTemp;
//last updated joint velocities (rad/sec)
float delial, delta2, deltaTemp;
//required sines and cosines of joint angles
float c1, s1; //thetal
float c2, s2: llthela2
floal c12, s1 2; //theta 1 +theta2
float cSum, sSum;
//last updated global cartesian position
float positionX, positionY;
//last updated global cartesian velocity
fl oat velocityX, velocityY;

//private function to find friction compensation torque
float _fastcall getFrictionTorque(const u8& axisNum);

);

#endif

Manipulator.cpp:

/iTo Do:
/i - setiing of initial positions in constructor- use home and limit switches

#include "Manipulator.hpp"

// Default Constructor

_fastcall Manipulator: :Manipulato(uB iboardlD)
{

boardlD = iboardlD;

Lock = new ICriticalSection0;

llinitialize the flex motìon board
status = flex_initialíze_controller(boardlD,NULL);

//must kill and disable all of the axes to create Axis instances
//must unmap all of the assigned axis resources as well
status = flex_stop_motion(boardlD,0,NlMC_KILL_STOP,0x000F);
status = flex enable axes(boardlD,0,3,0x00),
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status = fl ex_config_axis(boardlD,N IMC_AXIS 1,0,0,0,0);
status = fl ex_confi g_axis(board lD,NlMC_AX 152,0,0,0,0);
status = fl ex_confi g_axis(boardlD, NIMC_AX1S3,0,0,0,0);
status = fl ex_config_axis(boardlD, NIMC_AX 154,0,0,0,0);

status = flex_config_axis(boardlD,NlMC_AXlSl,NlMC_ENCODER1,0,0,0);
status = fl ex_confi g_axis(board lD,NlMC_AX l52,NlMC_ENCODER2,0,0,0);

llenable the created axes
u8 mask = MASKI IMASK2;
status = fl ex_enable_axes(board I D,0,3,mask) ;

//set friction related values
velPosl = BPOSl/SLOPEMIDl ;

velNegl = BNEGl/SLOPEMIDI ;

interPosl = BPOSl-SLOPEl*velPosl ;

interNegl = BNEGl-SLOPEI "velNegl ;

velPos2 = BPOS2/SLOPEMID2;
velNeg2 = BNEG2/SLOPEMID2;
interPos2 = BPOS2-SLOPE2"velPos2;
interNeg2 = BNEG2-SLOPE2"velNeg2;

flex_reset_pos(boa rdl D, N IMC_AX lS 1, 0, 0, I NPUTVECTOR) ;

flex_reset_¡cos(boardlD, NIMC_AXl52, -N"ENCODERCOUNT/4, 0 ,INPUTVECTOR);

//update all of the stored motion variables
updateMotion lnfo0;
llinitialize with zero torque commanded to motors
setTorques(0,0);

) // Manipulator::Manipulato(u8 iboardlD)

i/ Manipulator::-Manipulatoo
// - destructor
/,=========--

_fastcall Manipulator::-Manipulatoo
{

setTorques(0,0);
status = flex_stop_motion(board lD,0,NlMC_KILL_STOP,0x000F);
status = flex_enable_axes(board 1D,0,3,0x00);

) // Manipulator::-Manipulatoo

// Manipulator::getPosition0
// - return the most recent global cartesian coordinates of the endpoint

void _fastcall Manipulator::getPosition(float& posX, float& posY)

{
posX = positionX;
posY = positionY;

) // Manipulator::getPosition(float& posX, float& posY, float& posZ)

i/ Manipulator: :getAngles0
// - return the most recently read joint angles

===========
void _fastcall Manipulator: :getAngles(fl oat& angle1,fl oat& angle2)
{
anglel = thetal;
angle2 = theta2;

) // Manipulator::getAnglesRad(float& anglel ,float& angle2, float& angle3)

// Manipulator::getVelocityQ
// - return the most recent global cartesian velocity of the endpoint

void _fastcall Manipulator::getVelocity(fl oat& velX,fl oat& velY)
{

velX = velocityX;
velY = velocityY;
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) // Manipulator::getVelocity(float& velX,float& velY, float& velZ)

void _fastcall Manipulator::getTrajectory(float& posX, float& posY,float& velX,float& velY)
{

posX = positionX;
posY = positionY;

velX = velocityX;
velY = velocityY;

]

// Manipulator: :setÏorques0
// - set the motor torques to the desired values
i/ - these torque values will come from an external controller
// and will depend on the control strategy being used

void _fastcall Manipulator::setTorques(const float& to11, const float& to12)

{
torquel = DIRl"TORQUECONST.(tor1+getFrictionTorque(NIMC_AXlS1)) + 9p¡59¡1 '

torque2=DlR2-TORQUECONST"(tor2+getFr¡ctionTorque(NIMC_AXl52))+9¡¡5672

//saturate
torquel = ((torquel >MAX_VOLT) ? MAX_VOLT : ((torque'l<-MAX_VOLT) ? -MAX_VOLT : torquel ));
torque2 = ((torque2>MAX_VOLT) ? MAX_VOLT: ((torque2<-MAX_VOLT) ? -MAX_VOLT : torque2));

status = fl ex_load_dac(boardlD, NIMC_DAC 1,(i1 6)fl oo(torquel /STEP), INPUTVECTOR);
status = fl ex_load_dac(boardlD, NIMC_DAC2,(i1 6)fl oo(torque2/STEP), INPUTVECTOR);

) // Manipulator::setTorques(float torl , float tor2, float tor3)

// Man ipu lator: : getTorques0
// - return the current commanded torque values for the motors

void _fastcall Manipulator::getTorques(float& torl , float& tor2)
{
torl = torquel;
tor2 = torque2;

) // Manipulator::getTorques(float& torl , float& tor2, float& tor3)

// Manipulator::jacobian0
// - multiply the three inputs by the jacobian of the manipulator and
// return the result
i/ - based on most recently read joint angles

void _fastcall Manipulator::jacobian(const float& inl,const floai& in2,float& outl ,float& out2)
{
outl = ((-41 -s1 -42"s 1 2)-in 1 -42- s12"in2)',
out2 = ((Al "c1 + A2- c1 2)- in1 + A2- c1 2*in2);

) // Manipulator::jacobian(float inl,float in2,float in3,float& out1,float& out2,float& out3)

// Manipulator::jacobianïrans0
// - multiply the three inputs by the transpose of the jacobian of the manipulator and
ll return ihe result
// - based on most recently read joint angles
// - this is used for torque calculations of an impedance controller

void _fastcall Manipulator::jacobianTrans(const float& inl,const float& in2,float& outl ,float& out2)
{

o u1 1 = 1 
(-A 1 "s 1 -42.s 1 2) -i n 1 + ( A1 " c1 + A2* c1 2)" in2) ;

oul2 = (-M s1 2"in1 + A2' c1 2*in2);
) // Manipulator::jacobianTrans(float in1,float in2,float in3,float& outl ,float& out2,float& out3)

i/ Manipulator: :getGravityTorques0
/i - return the torques on the system joints due to gravity
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void _fastcall Manipulator: :getGravityTorques(fl oat& tor1, float& to12)
{
torl = 0;
tor2 = 0;

) // Manipulator::getcravityTorques(float& torl , float& tor2, float& tor3)

// Manipulator: :updateMotionlnfo0
l/ - update the stored motion variables w¡th new readings from the axes
// - simply a collection of function calls grouped together

void _fastcall Manipulator: : updateMotionlnfo0
{

status = fl ex_read_pos_rtn(boa rd I D, N I M C_AX lS 1, &temp) ;

thetal = ((float)temp)-DIRI"RADIANCONST;
status = fl ex_read_pos_rtn(board I D, N IMC_AX lS2,&temp) ;

thetaTemp = ((float)temp)-DIR2.RADIANCONST;
theta2 = thetaTempìhetal +M_Pl;

status = flex_read_velocity_rtn(boardlD,NlMC_AXlS1,&temp);
delta'l = ((float)temp)-DlR1-RADIANCONST;
status = flex_read_velocity_rtn(boardlD,NlMC_AXlS2,&temp);
deltaTemp = ((fl oat)temp)"DIR2.RADIANCONST;
delta2 = deltaTemp-deltal ;

c1 = cos(thetal);
si = sin(thetal);
c12 = cos(thetal +theta2);
s12 = sin(theta l +theta2);

positionX = 41" c1+A2" c12;
positionY = A1"s1 +42*s12;

jacobian(deltal,delta2,velocityX,velocityY);

) // Manipulator::updateMotionlnfo$

// PRIVAÏE MEMBER FUNCTIONS

fl oat _fastcall Manipulator::getFrictionTorque(const u8& axisNum)
{

if (axisNum == NIMC AXISl)
{

if (deltal >= velPosl)
{

return BPOSl;
]
else if (deltal <= velNeg 1 )

{
return BNEGl;

)
else
{

return SLOPEMIDl *deltal 
;

)
)
else if (axisNum == NIMC AXIS2)
{

if (delta2 >= velPos2)
{

return BPOS2;
)
else if (delta2 <= velNeg2)
{

return BNEG2;
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)
else
{

retu rn S LOPEM lDZ* del|a2:
)

)
else
{

return 0;

)
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APPENDIX D

CONTROLLER CODE

ControllerThread.h

il------------------

#ifndef ControllerThreadH
#defìne ControllerThreadH
lt------------------
#include <Classes.hpp>
#include "Manipulator.hpp"
#include <vcl.h>

#defìne BOARD_ID 1 //flex motion software board lD

class ControllerThread : public TThread
{
private:

ManipulatoÈ system;

//last updated global cartesian position
float currPosX, currPosY;
i/last updated global cartesian velocity
float currVelX, currVelY;

//utiliy variables for force calculation
float posDiflX, posDiffY;
float velDifX, velDiffY;
float FintX, FintY;

float xO_X, x0_Y;
float v0_X, vO_Y;

//stiffness and viscosity matrix values
float K1 1.K12,K21 ,K22',
float 81 1,812,B.21 ,822;
float KGain;
float BGain;

float torquel, torque2;
protected:

void _fastcall Execute0;
public:

_fastcall ControllerThread(bool CreateSuspended, Manipulator" man¡p);

void _fastcall setK(float K1 1 ,float K1 2,float K21 ,tloal K22);
void _fastcall setB(float 81 1 ,float B1 2,float B.21 ,float B22);
void _fastcall setKGain(float value);
void _fastcall setBGain(float value),
void _fastcall setVirtualPosition(const fl oat& posX, const fl oat& posY);
void _fastcall setVirtualVelocity(const float& velX,const float& velY);

void _fastcall getK(fl oat& K1 1,fl oat& K 1 2,float& K21jloal& K22);
void _fastcall getB(float& B1 1 ,float& B12,float& 821 ,float& 822);
void _fastcall getvirtualPosition(float& posX,float& posY);
void _fastcall getVirtualVelocity(fl oat& velX,fl oat& velY);

void _fastcall fi ndTorques$;
void _fastcall setTorques0;
void _fastcall getTorques(float& torl , float& tor2);

);
ll -----------------
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#endif

ControllerThread.cpp :

il------------------
#include <vcl.h>
#pragma hdrstop

#include "ControllerThread.h"
#pragma package(smart_init)
il ------------------

// lmportant: Meihods and properties of objects in VCL can only be
// used in a method called using Synchronize, for example:

// Synchronize(UpdateCaption);

ll where UpdateCaption could look like:

// void_fastcallUnit2::UpdateCaption0
il{
ll Forml->Capiion = "Updated in a thread";
il\

// Constructor
ll - create instance of ControllerThread class
// - set all parameters to default values

_fastcall ControllerThread::ControllerThread(bool CreateSuspended, Manipulator" manip)
: TThread(CreateSuspended)

{
system = manip;
K11=K12=K21=K22= 0:
811=812=B.21=822= 0i
KGain = 1;
BGain = 1;

xO_X = 0
x0_Y = 0;
vO_X=v0*Y=0'

system -> getPosition(currPosX,cunPosY);
system -> getVelocity(currVelX,currVelY);

)

void _fastcall ControllerThread::Execute0
{
while (llerminated)
{

setTorques0;
findTorques0;
Suspend0;

)
)
il-----------------

i/ Controlle13D: :setKQ

void _fastcall ControllerThread::setK(float K1 1 ,float K12,float K21 ,float K22)
{

this -> K1 1 = K11;
this -> K12 = K12;
this -> K21 = K21.
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this -> K22=K22:
i

// Controlle13D: :setB0

void _fastcall ControllerThread::setB(float B1 l,float B12,float B21 ,floalB22)
{
this->81 'l =Bl1;
this -> 812 = 812;
this -> 821 = B21 ;

lhis -> 822 = B22
)

void _fastcall ControllerThread: :setBGain(float value)
{

Bcain = value;

)
void _fastcall ControllerThread : :setKGain(float value)
{

Kcain = value:
)

// Controlle13D: :setVirtualPosition0

void _fastcall ControllerThread::setvirtualPosition(const float& posX,const float& posY)

{
xO_X = posX;
x0_y = posy;

)

ü Controlle13D: :setVirtualVelocity0

void _fastcall ControllerThread::setVirtualVelocity(const float& velX,const float& velY)

{
v0_X = velX'
vO_Y = velY;

)

// Controlle13D::getK0

void _fastcall ControllerThread::getK(float& K1 1,float& K12,float& K21 jloal& K22)
t

K1 1 = this -> K11;
K12 = this -> K12',
K21 = this -> K21',
K22 = this -> K22,

)

// Controlle13D: :getB0

void _fastcall ControllerThread::getB(float& B1 l,float& B12,float& B21 ,float& B.22)

{
811 = this -> 811;
812 = this -> 812;
821 = this -> B21:
822 = this -> B22,

)

/i Controlle13D: : getVirtua lPosition0

void _fastcall ControllerThread::getVirtualPosition(float& posX,float& posY)

{
posX = x0_X;
posY = x0_Y;
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)

// Controlle13D: :getVlrtualVelocity0

void _fastcall ControllerThread::getVirtualVelocity(float& velX,float& velY)
{
velX = vO_X;
velY = vO_Y;

)

// Control le13D : :findTorq ues0
// - updaie the motion information (angles, velocities) of the manipulator
// system
// - find desired interface force and calculate the required iorque values
// - store these torque values for update on the nexi control loop
// - this is the general force calculation - currently the execute$ function
// is using a simplified method based on just velocity values

void _fastcall ControllerThread: :findTorques0
{

system -> getTrajectory(currPosX,currPosY,currVelX,currVelY);

//calculate difference from virtual
posDifiX = x0_X - currPosX;
posDiffY = xO_Y - currPosY;
velDiflX = v0_X - currVelX;
velDiffY = vO_Y - currVelY,

//calculate desired force
FintX = KGain"(K1 l "posDiflX+K1 2-posDifff)+BGain"(81 l.velDifX+81 2"velDiflY);
FÍntY= KGain"(K21"posDiffX+K22.posDiffY)+BGain-(821*velDifX+822-velDifiY);

system -> jacobianTrans(FintX,FintY,torquel,torque2);

)

// Controller3D::setTorques$ - set motor torques and update manipulator motion info

void _fastca l l Co ntrollerlh read : : setTorq ues0
{

system -> updateMotionlnfoQ;
system -> setTorques(torquel,torque2);

)

// Controlle13D: :getTorques0

void _fastcall ControllerThread::getTorques(float& tor1, float& tor2)
{
torl = torquel;
tor2 = torque2;

] // Manipulator::getÏorques(float& torl , float& tor2, float& tor3)
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APPENDIX E

EXPBRIMENT CODE

ExperimentThread.h

It------------------

#ifndef ExperimentThreadH
#defìne ExperimentThreadH

#define ARRAY_LENGTH 1 000

il-----------------
#include <Classes.hpp>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <fstream.h>
#include <vcl.h>
#include "Manipulator. hpp"
#include "ControllerThread. h"

class ExperimentThread : public TThread
{
private:

Manipulator" system;
ControllerThread* controller;

//position information
float xPos, yPos;
//velocity information
float xVel, yVel;

float velAbs;
float velThresh;
bool motionStarted;

//output stream to data file
ofstream fileOut;
//input file stream for target data
ifstream targetFile;

//experiment parameters for controlling flow of runs
int clockCount; //current clock counter value
bool onRun; //currently performing reaching task
bool experimentRunning; //currently running a set of trials
int waitTime; //clock counts to wait before next target
int maxRunlength; //top of target run time range
int minRunLength; //bottom of target run time range
int targetcount; //number of targeis in current set of trials

// target point
float xTarget, yTarget;
bool targetHit;
Ínt targetlengthVal;
int cursorLengthVal;
int targetHitval;
TColor targetColour;

//controller update parameters
float gain;
int dir;

I I arrays for experiment parameters
//set length of arrays to value larger than plan on using
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float xAnay[ARRAY_LE NGTH] ;

float yArray[ARRAY_LENGTH];
fl oat g ainArray[ARRAY_LE NGTH];
i nt d i rArra y[A R RAY_LE N GTH] ;

int runlndex;
int numRuns;

//visual interface control parameters
bool visUpdate;
Tlmage* xylmage;
TCanvas" xyCanvas;
int xRange;
int yRange;
int xCentre;
int yCentre;
double maxval;
int xPixel,yPixel;
int xPlx,yPix;

I lpriv ale utility functions
void _fastcall updateVisual0;
void _fastcall updateFilefl;
void _fastcall updateTarget();
void _fastcall updateControllerQ;
int _fastcall roundValue(const float& value);

protected:
void _fastcall ExecuteQ;

public:

_fastcall ExperimentThread(bool CreateSuspended,Manipulator" manip,ControllerThread* cntrl,Tlmage* xylm,int
xRangeVal, int yRangeVal, double maxVal);

void _fastcall setWaitTime(int value);
void _fastcall setRunTimes(int value, int tolerance);
void _fastcall setTargets¡ze(int value);
void _fastcall setCursorSize(int value);
void _fastcall setVelocityThreshold(float value);
void _fastcall openDataFile(char" fileName);
void _fastcall closeDataFile0;
void _fastcall openTargetFile(chaf fileName);
void _fastcall closeTargetFile0;
void _fastcall begin0;
void _fastcall stopO;

);
il-----------------
#endif

ExperimentThread.cpp

#include <stdio.h>
#include <fstream.h>
#include <vcl.h>

#pragma hdrstop

#include "abfSysUtils.hpp"

#include "ExperimentThread. h"
#pragma package(smart_init)
il------------------

lmportant: Methods and properties of objects in VCL can only be
used in a method called using Synchronize, for example:

Synchronize(UpdateCaption);

where UpdateCaption could look like:
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ll void_fastcall Unit2::UpdateCaption0
il{
ll Forml->Caption = "Updated in a thread";
ilj

_fastcall ExperimentThread::ExperimentThread(bool CreateSuspended,Manipulator* manip,ControllerThread-
cntrl,Tlmage- xylm,int xRangeVal, int yRangeVal, double maxVal)

: TThread(CreateSuspended)
{

system = manip;
controller = cntrl;
clockCount = 0;

visUpdate = true;
experimentRunning = 1¿¡t"'
targetHit = false;
onRun = false;
motionStarted = false;

targetlengthVal = 7;
cursorLengthVal = 2;
targetHitVal = targetLengthVal-cursorLengthVal;

targetColour = clBlue;
targetcount = 0;

velThresh = 0.01 ;

velAbs = 0;

maxRunLength = 60;
minRunLength = 40;
waitTime = 100;

runlndex = 0;
numRuns = 0;

//visual interface components
¡p6s=yPos=0;
xTarget=yTarget=0;
xTarget = 0.4;
xylmage = xylm;
xyCanvas = xylmage->Canvas;
xRange=xRangeVal;
yRange=yRangeVal;
maxval = maxval;
xCentre=1+xRange12;
yCentre=1+yR ange12;
xPixel=xPix=xCentre;
yPixel=yPix=yCentre;
xyCanvas->Brush->Style = bsSolid;
updateVisual0;

)

il------------------
void _fastcall ExperimentThread::updateVisual0
{
//clear screen
xyCanvas->Pen->Color = clBlack;
xyCanvas->Brush->Color = clBlack;
xyCanvas->Rectangle(0,0,xRange,yRange),

//draw current target marker if on a set of trials
if (experimentRunning)

{
xyCanvas->Brush->Color = targetColour;
xyCanvas->Rectangle(xPix-targetLengthVal,yPix{argetLengthVal,xPix+targetLengthVal,yPix+targsl¡..t1¡y.','

)
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lldraw marker for current position
xyCanvas->Pen->Color = clWhite;
xyCanvas->Brush->Color = clWhite;
xyCa nvas-> Rectang le(xPixel-cu rsorlengthVal,yPixel-cu rsorLengthVa l,xPixel+cu rsorlengthVal,yPixel+cu rsorlengthVa l);

//write debug info to screen
xyCanvas->TextOutA(7*xRa nge/B,7.yRan ge/8, FloatToSt(run I ndex));
xyCanvas->IextOutA(xRa nge I 4,7 - yRange I B,l ntToSt(motionStarted)) ;

//xyCa nvas->TextOutA(7"xRange/8, 1 
-yRange/8, FloatToSt(xVel));

//xyCa nvas->ïextOutA(7-xRange/8,2-yRa n ge/8, FloatToSt(yVel)) ;

xylmage->Repaint0;
]
il-----------------

void _fastcall ExperimentThread: :updateFile0
{

if (fileOut.is_open0)

{
fìleOut<<clockCou nt<<"\t"<<xPos<<"\t"<<yPos<<"\t"<<"\t"<<xVel<<"\t"<<yVel<<"\t"<<endl;

)
)

void _fastcall ExperimentThread:: updateTarget0
{
//read next target po¡nt from array
xïarget = xAnay[runlndex];
yTarget = yArray[runlndex];
xPix = xCentre+roundValue(xRange*yTargeU(2"maxval));
yPix = yCentre+roundValue(yRange.(xTarget0.4)/(2-maxval));

)

void _fastcall ExperimentThread::updateController0
{
i/set gain
gain = gainAnay[runlndex];
//set viscosity direction matrix
dir = dirAnay[runlndex];
switch (dir)

{
case 1:

case 5:
controller->setB(0, 1,0,0);
break;

case 2:
case 6:

controller->setB(0.5,0.5,-0.5,-0. 5);
break;

case 3:
case 7:

controller->setB(0,0,-1,0);
break;

case 4:
case B:

controller->set8G0.5,0.5,-0.5,0.5);
break;

default:
//ignore direction and only update gain value
//do nothing, gain updated after swìtch statement
break;

)
co ntroller->set BGa in (g ain );

)

int _fastcall ExperimentThread: :roundvalue(const fìoat& value)

{
int floorVal = floo(value);
if(value-fl oorVal < 0.5)
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{
return floorVal;

)
else
{

return ceil(value);

)
i
il ------------------

void _fastcall ExperimentThread: :setWaitTime(int value)
{
waitTime = value;

)

void _fastcall ExperimentThread : :setRunTimes(int value, int tolerance)
{

maxRunLength = value+tolerance;
minRunLength = valuelolerance;

)

void _fastcall Exper¡mentThread : :setTargetSize(ini value)
{
targetlengihval = (value-1 )/2;
targetHitVal = targetLengthVal-cursorlengthVal;

]

void _fastcall ExperimentThread : :setCursorSize(int value)
{

cursorLengthV¿l = (value-1 )/2;
targetHitval = targetLengthVal-cursorLengthVal;

)

void _fastcall ExperimentThread::setVelocityThreshold(fl oat value)

{
velThresh = value;

]

void _fastcall ExperimentThread: :openDataFile(char" fileName)
{

closeDataFile0;
fileOut.open(fìleName);

)

void _fastcall ExperimentThread: :closeDataFile0
{

if (fileOut.is_open0)

{
fileOut.close0;

)
)

void _fastcall ExperimentThread : :openTargetFile(chaf fileName)
{

int tempDir;
float tempX, tempY, tempGain;
ini index;

closeTargetFile0;
targetFile.open(fileName);
if (targetFile.is_open0)

t
index = 0;
i/process the data file and place values in the appropriate arrays
targetFile >> tempDir >> tempX >> tempY >> tempcain;
while( ltargetFile.eofQ)
{

dirArray[index] = temPDir,
xAnaY[index] = tempx;
YArraYIindex] = temPY;
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gainArray[index] = tempGain;

¡ndex++;
targetFile >> tempDir >> tempX >> tempY >> tempcain;

)

numRuns = index;

)
)

void _fastcall ExperimentThread: :closeTargetFile0
{

if (targetFile.is_open0)

{
targetFile.close0;

)
)

void _fastcall ExperimentThread : :begin0

{
experimentRunning - true;
clockcount = 0;
runlndex = -1;

)

void _fastcall ExperimentThread: :stop0

{
experimentRunning = 1"¡t"'
clockCount = 0;

)

il------------------
void _fastcall ExperimentThread: : Execute0

{
while(lïerminated)
{

clockcount++;
system -> getTrajectory(xPos,yPos,xVel,yVel) ;

xPixel = xCentre+roundValue(xRange*yPos/(2"maxval));
yPìxel = yCentre+roundValue(yRange*(xPos-0.4)/(2"maxval));

if (onRun)

{
velAbs = sqrt(pow(xVel,2)+pow(yVel,2));
if (motionStarted == false && velAbs < velThresh)
{

clockCount = 0;

)
else
{

motionstarted = true;
)

updateFile();

targetHit = (xPixel>=xPix{argetHitVal)&&(xPixel<=xPix+targetHitVal)&&(yPixel>=yPix-
targeiH itVal)&&(yPixel<=yPix+targetH itVal) ;

if (targetHit)

{
if (clockCount > maxRunLength)
{

targetColour = clYellow;
abfSpeakerBeep(200, 1 5);

)
else if(clockCount < minRunLength)
{

targetColour = clRed;
abfSpeakerBeep(600, 1 5);

)
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else
{
targetcolour = clGreen;
abfSpeakerBeep(400, 1 5);

)
onRun = false;
clockCount = 0;
//should fìeld be set to zero between runs
controller->setB(0,0,0,0);

]
)
else //(not on run)
{

if (experimentRunning)

{
if (clockOount == waitTime)
{
//start next run
onRun = true;
motionStarted = false;
clockCount = 0;
targetColour = clBlue;
abfSpeakerBeep(400, 1 5);
runlndex++;
if (runlndex<numRuns)

{
//update the target marker
updateTarget0;
//update the controller viscosity matrix
updateControlleO;

)
else
{
//finished set of trials for experiment
experimentRunning = false;
onRun = false;

]
)

)
)

if (visUpdate)

{
//update the visual interface
updateVisual0;

)
visUpdate = lvisUpdate;
Suspend0;

)//while
)
lt------------------
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APPENDIX F

GUI & MAIN APPLICATION CODE

Manipulandum.cpp - MainApp:

il------------------

#include <vcl,h>
#pragma hdrstop
USERES("Manipulandum. res");
USEFORM("Unit1.cpp", Forml );
USELIB("..\ma14\Manipulandum\FlexBC32. lib");
USEUNIT("ControllerThread.cpp");
USEUN lT("Manipulator.cpp");
USEUN lT("ExperimentThread.cpp");
il------------------
WINAPI WinMain(HINSTANCE, HINSTANCE, LPSTR, int)
{

Application->ln¡tialize0;
Application->CreateForm( classid(TForml), &Form1);
Application->Run0;

)
catch (Exception &exception)
{

Application->S howException (&exception) ;

)
return 0;

)
il------------------

Unitl.h:

il------------------

#ifndef Unitl H
#define Unit'lH

#include <Classes. hpp>
#include <Controls.hpp>
#include <StdCtrls.hpp>
#include <Forms.hpp>
#include <ComCtrls. hpp>
#include <ExtCtrls.hpp>
#include "abfComponents.hpp"
il------------------

class TForml : public TForm

{
_published: // IDE-managed Components

TPageControl *TabControl;

TTabSheet .ControllerSettings;

TTabSheet *ExperimentSettings;

TGroupBox *lmpedanceGroup;

TLabel "Labe12;
TLabel *Label3;

TLabel *Labe14;

TLabel *Label5;

try
{
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TLabel -Labe16;

TLabel -LabelT;

TLabel -Labe19;

TLabel -Labell 0,
TEdit -XO-X;

TEdit -XO_Y;

TEdit -VO-X;

TEdit -VO-Y;

TEdit -K1 1;
TEdit .K12;

TEdit -K21;

TEdit-K22;
TEdit -81 

1;

TEdit -812;

TEdit -821;

rEdit-822,
TButton -lmpedanceUpdate;

TGroupBox .JointGroup;

TLabel *Labell 2;
TLabel -Label14;

Tlabel *Labell 3;
TLabel *Labell 5;
TLabel *Labell 6;
TLabel "Labell 7;
TLabel -Labell 8;
TEdit -Edit1 

;

TEdit.Edit2;
TEdit "Edit3;
TEdit -Edit4;

TEdit -Edits;

TButton *JointUpdate;

TLabel *Labell;

TComboBox .ControllerSelect;

TButton *StartController;

ïButton "StopController;
TLabel "Labe121;
TLabel -Label22;

TLabel "Label24;
TLabel *Labe125;

TLabel "Label26;
TLabel *Labe127;

TLabel *Labe129;

TLabel *Labe130;

TLabel "Label31;
Tlmage *xylmage;

Tabff hreadTimer *Tìme11 
;

TLabel .clockLabel;

ïLabel "Label19;
TEdit -outputFileBox;

TLabel "Label20;
TEdit -targetFileBox;

TLabel .Label32;

TLabel "Label33;
TLabel "Label34;
TLabel "Label35;
TEdit *waitTimeBox;

TEdit .runToleranceBox;

TEdit *runTimeBox;

TEdit "markerWidthBox;
TLabel -Label36;

Tlabel *Label37;

TLabel "Label38;
TLabel "Label39;
TButton *initializeExperiment;

TButton "startExperiment;
TBuiton -stopExperiment;

TLabel'LabelB;
Tlabel -Labell 1;

TEdit .cursorWidthBox;

TEdit.BGainBox:
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TEdit -KGainBox;

TLabel -Labe123;

TLabel .Label28;

TLabel -Label40;

TEdit "velThreshBox;
TLabel *Labe141;

void _fastcall Timerl Time(IObject -Sender);

void _fastcall StartControllerClick(TObject "Sender);
void _fastcall StopControllerClick(TObject *Sender);

void _fasicall FormClose(TObject .Sender, TCloseAction &Action);
void _fastcall VisuallnterfaceShow(TObject "Sender);
void _fastcall lmpedanceUpdateClick(TObject *Sender);

void _fastcall initializeExperimentClick(TObject .Sender) 
;

void _fastcall startExper¡mentClick(TObject -Sender);

void _fastcall stopExperimentClick(TObject *Sender);

private: // User declarations
public: // User declarations

_fastcall TForml (TComponent" Owner);
);
il------------------
extern PACKAGE TForml "Form1;
t/------------------
#endif

Unitl.cpp:

il------------------

#include <vcl.h>
#pragma hdrstop

#include "Unit1 .h"
#include "ControllerThread. h"
#include "Manipulator. hpp"
#include "ExperimentThread. h"
il------------------
#pragma package(smart_init)
#pragma link "abfComponents"
#pragma resource "".dfm"
TForml *Forml;

bool visual;

//variables related to the actual control thread
ControllerThread" controller;
ExperimentThread* experiment;
Manipulator* manip;

int clockCount;

//variables for controlling the subject visual interface
double maxval;

bool experBool;

il-----------------
_fastcall TForml : :TForml (TComponent* Owner)

: TForm(Owner)
{

experBool = true;

clockCount = 0;

//initialization of visual interface components
v¡sual=true,
maxval = 0.105;
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//initialization of controller components
maniP = new ManiPulato(BOARD-ID);
controller = new ControllerThread(true,manip);
experiment = new ExperimentThread(true,manip,controller,xylmage,xylmage->Width,xylmage->Height,maxval);
experimeni->Priority = 1pT¡rn"Critical;
controller->Priority = tOT'r"at', 

"r'')
il----------------

void _fastcall TForml ::Timerl Time(TObject "Sender)

{
/fun the controller
clockLabel->Caption = ++clockCount;
controller -> Resume0;
//if (experBool == true)
il{

experiment -> Resume0;
tû
//experBool = lexperBool;

)
il------------------

void _fastcall TForml ::StartControllerClick(TObjec{ -Sender)

{
Timerl->Enabled = true;
controller -> Resume0;
//experiment->Resume0 ;

)
il------------------

void _fastcall TForml ::StopControllerClick(TObject "Sender)
{
Timerl ->Enabled = false;
controller -> Suspend0;
//experiment -> Suspend0;

i
il------------------

void _fastcall TForml ::FormClose(TObject "Sender, TCloseAction &Action)
i

controller->Terminate0;
experiment->Terminate0 ;

)

void _fastcall TForml :: lmpedanceUpdateClick(TObject .Sender)

{
controller -> setKGain(StrToFloat(KGainBox->Text));
controller -> setBGain(StrToFloat(BGainBox->Text));
controller -> setK(StrToFloat(K1 1->Text),StrToFloat(K1 2->Text),StrToFloat(K21->Text),StrToFloat(K22->f ext)):
controller -> setB(StrToFloat(81 1->Text),StrToFloat(81 2->Text),StrToFloat(821->Text),StrToFloat(822->Text));
controller -> setvirtualPosition(StrToFloat(X0_X->Text),StrToFloat(X0_Y->Text));
controller -> setVirtualvelocity(StrToFloat(V0_X->Text),StrToFloat(V0_Y->Text));

)
il------------------

void _fastcall TForml : :VisuallnterfaceShow(TObject "Sender)
{
xylmage->Repaint0;

)

void _fastcall TForml : :initializeExperimentClick(TObject "Sender)
{

experiment->setWa itÏime(StrTol nt(wa itTimeBox->Text)) ;

experiment->setRunTimes(StrTolnt(ru nTimeBox->Text), StrTolnt(ru nTolera nceBox->Text));
experiment->setTa rgetSize(StrTol nt(markerWidth Box->Text));
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experiment->setC ursorSize(Strlol nt(cu rsorWidth Box->Text)) ;

experiment->setVelocityïh reshold (StrToFloat(velTh resh Box->ïext)) ;

experiment->open DataFile(outputFileBox->Text. c_str0) ;

experiment->openTargetFile(targetFileBox->Text. c_str0) ;

i
lt------------------

void _fastcall TForml : :startExperimentClick(TObject "Sender)
{

experiment->begin0;
)

void _fastcall TForm'1 : :stopExperimentClick(TObject *Sender)

{
experiment->closeDataFile0;
experiment->closeTargetFile0;
ex pe rime nt-> stop0;

)
il------------------
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APPBNDIX G

DATA TRANSFORMATION PROGRAM

transformFile.m:

function dummy = transformFile(targetFile, oldFile, newFile)

dummy = 6'

%define position transformation matrices
Totranslate all so thai (0.38,2) becomes (0,0)
originTrans= [1 0-0.38;0 1 0.02;0 0 1];

%translate trajectories thai don't start at the origin so that they do start at the origin
trans5 = [1 0 0;0 1 -0.1;0 01];
trans6 = Í1 0 -.07071,0 1 -.07071;0 0 1l;
transT = Í 0-0.1;0 1 0;0 0 1l;
trans8 = [1 0 -.07071;0 1 .07071;0 0'1];

%rotate everything by pi/2 to make directions coincide with what users saw on the screen
rot = [cos(-pi/2) -sin(-pi/2) O;sinGpi/2) cos(-pi/2) 0;0 0 1];

%velocity transformations will be such that:
%yVel = -xVel
7"ys¡ = yVel

o/oreadin target directions from target file
values = load(targetFile);
directions = values(:,1 );
gains = values(:,4);

o/oread in recorded time, position and velocity information
values = load(oldFile);
times = values(:,1);
xPosition = values(:,2);
yPosition = values(:,3);
xVelocity = values(:,4);

YVelocitY = values(:,5);

sum(times==10)

%open file to write transformed data to
FILE = fopen(newFile,'w');

%loop through movements, reformat and write to destination file
count = 2:
curr = l;

%ignore the first movement in ihe file
while (curr <= length(times) && (times(curr) -= t))

curr= cufr+1;
end
%find end of current trajectory
next = curr+1;
while (next <= Iength(times) && times(next) -= 0 && times(next) -= 1¡

next = next+1:
end
curr = next+1;

while (count <= length(directions))
%find start of next trajectory
while (curr <= length(times) && (times(curr) -= 1))

curr = cuff+1 ;
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end
%find end of current trajectory
next = curr+1;
while (next <= length(tìmes) && times(next) -= 0 &a times(next) -= 1)

nexi = next+1;
end
next = nextl;
if (curr <= length(times) && next <= length(times))

positions = [xPosition(curr:next) yPosition(curr:next) ones(size(xPosition(cun:next)))]';
velocities = [xVelocity(curr:next) yVelocity(curr:next)]';
timeVals = times(curr:next);
for i= 1 :length(xPosition(cu rr:next))

o/otransform each data point using the defìned transformations
pos = originTrans-positions(:,i);
if (directions(count)==5¡

pos = trans5*pos;
elseif (directions(count)==6)

pos = trans6"pos;
elseif (directions(count)==7)

pos = transT*pos;
elseif (directions(count)==8)

pos = transS*pos;
end
pos = rot"pos;

xVel = velocities(2,i);
yVel = -velociiies(1,i);

%write following lines to file for current point
% TIME XPOS YPOS XVEL WEL DIR GAIN
fprintf(FlLE,'%d\t%d\t%d\t%d\t%d\t%d\t%d\n',iimeVals(i),pos(1),pos(2),xVel,yVel,directions(count),gains(count));

end
end

curr = next+l;
count = count+1;

end

%close the new data file
fclose(FILE),
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APPEhIDIX H

TRAJECTORY TRIMMII{G FUNCTION

trimTrajectories.m:

function dummy = trimTrajector¡es(¡nputFile,outputFile)

%trims each trajectory so that it only includes the points up to the first
%trans¡ent m¡nimum in the velocity profile

dummy = 6'

%open file to write transformed data to
FILE = fopen(outputFile,'w');

%load transformed file in following format:
% TIME XPOS YPOS XVEL YVEL DIR GAIN
values = load(inputFile);

T = values(:,1);
sum((T=='1));

xPos = values(:,2);
yPos = values(:,3);
xVel = values(:,4);
yVel = values(:,5);
DIR = values(:,6);
GAIN = values(:,7);

curr = 1;

plotBool = 1;

while (cun <= length(T))
%fìnd end of current trajectory
next = curr+1;
while (next <= length(T) & T(next) -= 1)

next = next+ l;
end
next = nexll;

posiiions = [xPos(curr:next) yPos(cun:next)];
velocities = [xVel(cun:next) yVel(curr:next)];
direction = DIR(curr);
gainval = GAIN(curr);

%find the absolute velocities for each point in the trajectory
absVel = sqrt(velocities(:, 1 ).^2+velocities(:,2).^2);

%find maximum velocity point

ImaxVel,maxVellndex] = max(absVel);
%find the first transient minimum in the velocity profìle
minVellndex = maxVellndex+20;

length(absVel);
if (minVellndex > length(absVel))

minVellndex = length(absVel);
else

while (minVellndex <= length(absVel)-1 & absVel(minVellndex) < absVel(minVellndex-1) &
absVel(minVellndex) > absVel(minVellndex+1 ))

minVellndex = minVellndex+1 ;

end
end

newPos = positions(1 :minVellndex,:);
newVel = velocities(1 :minVellndex,:);
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for i=1:minVellndex
%write following lines to file for current point
% TIME XPOS YPOS XVEL WEL DIR GAIN
fprintf(FlLE,'%dt%d\t%d\t%d\t%d\t%d\t%d\n',i,newPos(i,1),newPos(i,2),newVel(i,l ),newVel(i,2),direction,gainVal);

end

curr = next+1;
end

%close the new data fìle
fclose(FILE);
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APPENDIX I

MOVBMENT BRROR FUI\CTIONS

findMovementErrors.m:

function dummy = findMovementEnors(dataFile I ,dataFile2,dataFile3,desiredGain, nullMean)

dummy = zeros(1,8);

%load transformed file in followìng format:
% TIME XPOS YPOS XVEL WEL DIR GAIN
valuesl = load(dataFilel );
T = valuesl(:,1);
xPos = valuesl (:,2);
yPos = valuesl (:,3);
xVel = valuesl (:,4);
yVel = valuesl (:,5);
DIR = valuesl (:,6):
GAIN = valuesl (:,7);

if (dataFile2 -= 0)
values2 = load(dataFile2);
T = [;values2(:,1)j;

xPos = [xPos;values2(:,2)],
yPos = [yPos;values2(:,3)];
xvel = lxvel;values2(:,4)];
yVel = [yVel;values2(:,5)];
DIR = [DlR;values2(:,6)];
GAtN = [GAtN;vatues2(:,7)];

end

if (dataFile3 -= 0)
values3 = load(dataFile3);
T = [;values3(:,1)];

xPos = [xPos;values3(:,2)];
yPos = [yPos;values3(:,3)];
xvel = [xvel;values3(:,4)];
yVel = [yVel;values3(:,5)];
DtR = [DtR;vatues3(:,6)];
GAIN = [GAIN;values3(:,7)];

end

errors = [;
times = [];
directions = [];
peakVels = [];

curr = 1;

moveCount = 1;

while (curr <= length(T))
%find end of current trajectory
next = curr+1;
while (next <= length(T) & T(next) -= 1¡

next = next+1;
end
next = next-1;
if (GAl N(curr)==desiredGain)

positions = [xPos(curr:next) yPos(curr:next)];
velocities = lxvel(curr:next) yVel(curr:next)];

[dispVal,timeValì = fi nOO tO,OlR(curr),positions,velocities);
errors = [errors dispVal];
times = [times timeVal];
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peakVels = [peakVels max(sqrt(velocities(:,1).^2+velocities(:,2).^2))];
directions = [directíons DIR(curr)];

end
curr = next+1;
moveCount = movecount+1 ;

end

Toconvert errors values to centimetres
errors = errors"100;

o/oexÍac| errors series for each individual direction
errors2 = [];
errors3 = [];
errors4 = [];
errors6 = [;
errorsT = û;
errors8 = [];

times2 = [];
times3 = [];
times4 = [];
times6 = [];
timesT = [];
times8 = [];

peakVels2 = [];
peakVels3 = [];
peakVels4 = [];
peakVels6 = [];
peakVelsT = [];
peakVelsS = [];

for i=1 :length(directions)
if (directions(i) == 2¡

errors2 = [errors2 errors(i)];
times2 = [times2 times(i)];
peakVels2 = [peakVels2 peakVels(i)];

elseif (directions(i) == 3)
errors3 = [errors3 errors(i)];
times3 = ltimes3 times(i)];
peakVels3 = ¡peakVels3 peakVels(i)l;

elseif (directions(i) == 4)
errors4 = [errors4 errors(i)];
times4 = [times4 times(i)];
peakvels4 = [peakVels4 peakVels(i)];

elseif (directions(i) == 6)
errors6 = [errors6 errors(i)];
timesG = [times6 times(i)];
peakVels6 = [peakVels6 peakVels(i)];

elseif (directions(i) == 7)
errorsT = [errorsT errors(i)];
timesT = [timesT times(i)];
peakvelsT = [peakVelsT peakVels(i)];

elseif (directions(¡) == B)

errorsS = [errors8 errors(i)];
times8 = [times8 times(i)];
peakVels8 = [peakVelsS peakVels(i)];

end
end

errors2 = errors2-nullMean(2)
errors3 = errors3-nullMean(3)
errors4 = errors4-nullMean(4)
errors6 = enors6-nullMean(6)
errorsT = errorsT-nullMean(7)
errorsS = errorsS-nullMean(8)

figure
subplot(3,2,1 )
plot([1 :1 : length(errors2)],errors2)
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title('Movement Errors - direction 2')
grid
subplot(3,2,2)
plot([1 :1 : length(errors3)], errors3)
title('Movement Errors - direction 3')
grid
subplot(3,2,3)
plot([1 : 1 : length(errors4)],errors4)
title('Movement Errors - direction 4')
grid
subplot(3,2,4)
plot([1 : 1 : length(errors6)],enors6)
title('Movement Errors - direction 6')
grid
subplot(3,2,5)
plot([1 : 1 :length(errorsT)],errors7)
title('Movemeni Errors - direction 7')
grid
subplot(3,2,6)
plot([1 : 1 :length(errorsB)],enorsB)
title('Movement Errors - direction 8')
grid

binSize = 60;
indexl =1 :

index2 = indexl +binSize-1 ;

meanErrors = [];
stdErrors = [];
while (indexl <= length(errors))

if (index2 > length(errors)),
index2 = length(errors);

end
values = errors(indexl : index2);
meanvalue = mean(values);
meanErrors = [meanErrors meanValue];
stdvalue = std(values);
stdErrors = [stdErrors stdValue];
indexl = index2+1;
index2 = indexl +binSize-1,

end
figure
ba(meanEnors,0.5);
title('Maximum Perpendicular Displacement - All Directions, red - std error')
hold
plot([1 : 1 :length(stdErrors)],stdErrors,'rd-')
grid
dummy(1 ) = meanErrors(length(meanErrors)-1 );

binSize = binSize/6;

indexl =1;
index2 = indexl +binSize-1;
meanErrors = [;
stdErrors = [];
while (indexl <= length(enors2))

if (index2 > length(enors2));
index2 = length(enors2);

end
values = errors2(indexl : index2);
meanValue = mean(values);
meanErrors = [meanErrors meanValue];
stdValue = std(values);
stdErrors = [stdErrors stdValue];
indexl = index2+1;
index2 = indexl +binSize-1;

end
meanErrors2 = meanErrors;
stdErrors2 = stdErrors;
fÌgure
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bar(meanErrors,0.5);
t¡tle('Max¡mum Perpendicular Displacement - Direction 2, red - std error')
hold
plot([1 :1 :length(std E rrors)],std Errors,'rd-')
grid
dummy(2) = meanErrors(length(meanEnors)-1);

indexl =1 ;

index2 = indexl +binSize-1 ;

meanErrors = [l;
stdEnors = [];
while (indexl <= length(errors3))

if (index2 > length(errors3));
index2 = length(errors3);

end
values = errors3(indexl : index2);
meanValue = mean(values);
meanErrors = [meanErrors meanValue];
stdValue = std(values);
stdErrors = [stdErors stdValue];
indexl = index2+1;
index2 = indexl+binSize-1 ;

end
meanErrors3 = meanErrors;
stdErrors3 = stdErrors;
figure
ba(meanEnors,0.5);
title('Maximum Perpendicular Displacement - Direction 3, red - std enor')
hold
plot([1 :'l : length(stdEnors)],stdErrors,'rdr)
grid
dummy(3) = meanErrors(length(meanEnors)-1 );

index'l =l ,

index2 = indexl+binSize-1 ;

meanErrors = [;
stdErrors = U;
while (indexl <= length(errors4))

if (index2 > length(errors4));
index2 = length(errors4);

end
values = errors4(indexl : index2);
meanValue = mean(values);
meanErrors = lmeanErrors meanValue];
stdValue = std(values);
stdErrors = lstdErrors stdValue];
indexl = index2+1;
index2 = indexl +binSize-1 ;

end
meanErrors4 = meanErrors;
stdErrors4 = stdErrors;
figure
ba(meanErrors,0.5);
title('Maximum Perpendicular Displacement - Direction 4, red - std error')
hold
plot([1 : 1 : length(stdEnors)],sidEnors,'rdr)
grid
dummy(4) = meanErrors(length(meanErrors)-1 );

indexl=1;
index2 = indexl+binSize-1 ;

meanErrors = û:
stdErrors = [];
while (indexl <= length(errors6))

if (index2 > length(errors6));
index2 = length(errors6);

end
values = errors6(indexl :index2),
meanValue = mean(values);
meanErrors = [meanErrors meanValue];
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stdValue = std(values);
stdErrors = lsidErrors stdValue];
index'1 = index2+1;
index2 = index l+binSize-'l ;

end
meanErrors6 = meanErrors;
stdErrors6 = stdErrors;
figure
ba(meanErrors,0.5);
title('Maximum Perpendicular Displacement - Direction 6, red - std error')
hold
plot([1 : 1 :length(stdErrors)j,stdErrors,'rd-')
grid
dummy(6) = meanErrors(length(meanErrors)-1);

indexl =1;
index2 = indexl +binSize-1 ;

meanErrors = [];
stdErors = [];
while (indexl <= length(errorsT))

if (index2 > length(enorsT));
index2 = length(errorsT);

end
values = errorsT(indexl :index2);
meanValue = mean(values);
meanErrors = lmeanErrors meanValue];
stdValue = std(values);
stdErrors = lstdErrors stdValue];
indexl = index2+1,
index2 = indexl+binSize-1 ;

end
meanErrorsT = meanErrors;
stdErrorsT = stdErrors;
figure
ba(meanErrors,0.5);
title('Maximum Perpendicular Displacement - Direciion 7, red - std error')
hold
plot([1 : 1 :length(stdErrors)],stdErrors,'rdr)
grid
dummy(7) = meanErrors(length(meanErrors)-1 );

indexl =1 ;

index2 = indexl +binSize-1;
meanErrors = [;
stdErrors = [];
while (indexl <= length(errors8))

if (index2 > length(enorsS));
index2 = length(errorsB);

end
values = errorsS(indexl :index2);
meanValue = mean(values);
meanErrors = [meanErrors meanValue];
stdValue = std(values);
stdErrors = lstdErrors stdValue];
indexl = ¡ndex2+1;
index2 = indexl+binSize-1 ;

end
meanErrorsS = meanErrors'
stdErrors8 = stdErrors;
figure
ba(meanEnors,0.5);
title('Maximum Perpendicular Displacement - Direction 8, red - std error')
hold
plot([1 : 1 : length(stdErrors)],stdErrors,'rdr)
grid
dummy(B) = meanErrors(length(meanErrors)-1 );

OUT = [meanErrors2;meanErrors3;meanErrors4;meanErrors6;meanErrorsT;meanErrorsS];
save meanError.txt OUT -ascii
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OUT = [stdErrors2;stdErrors3;stdErrors4;stdErrors6;stdErrorsT;stdErrorsS];
save stdError.txt OUT -ascii

findDisp.m:

function [disp,curr] = findDisp(dir,positions,velocities)

%for a given reaching trajectory calculate the maximum perpendicular
%displacement from the desired path.

%this uses input trajectories as from files converted using transformFile.m

%based on direction of the reaching movement, select the desired
%trajectory end point and use the first position as the starting point
Xstart = 0;
Ystart = 0;
Xend = 0;
Yend = 0;

T = [1 :size(positions,1 )];

if (dir == 1)
Xend = 0.1;
Yend = 0;

elseif (dir == 2)
Xend = 0.07071;
Yend = -0.07071;

elseif (dir == 3)
Xend = 0;
Yend = -0.1;

elseif (dir == +)
Xend = -0.07071;
Yend = -0.07071;

elseif (dir == 5)
Xend = -0.1;
Yend = 0;

elseif (dir == 6)
Xend = -0.07071;
Yend = 0.07071;

elseif (dir == /¡
Xend = 0;
Yend = 0.1 ;

elseif (dir == 8)
Xend = 0.07071;
Yend = 0.07071;

else
Xend = 0;
Yend = 0;

end

%extract staring point from trajectory
Xstart = positions(1,1),
Ystart = positions(1,2);

%note: positive distance corresponds to the displacing force field
%direction
distances = t;
for i=1 :size(positions, 1 )

%find values for the equation of the line
%Ax+By+C=0
A = Yend-Ystart;
B = Xstart-Xend;
C = (Ysta rt-Yend)*Xstart+(Xend-Xstart)"Ystart;

value = -(A-positions(i, 1 )+B*positions(i,2)+Cysq¿14n2+B^2):
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distances = [distances value];
end

curr = size(positions,l );

[dummy maxlndex] = max(abs(distances(1 :curr)));

disp = 6¡r¡"n."s(maxlndex);
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APPEI\DIX J

CORRELATION ANALYSIS FUNCTION

function dummy = corrAnalysis(gains,directions,errors)

Toextract errors series for each individual direction
errors2 = U;
errors3 = [];
errors4 = [];
errors6 = [];
errorsT = [];
enors8 = [];

gains2 = [];
gains3 = [];
gains4 = [];
gains6 = [];
gainsT = [];
gainsS = [];

for i=1 : length(directions)-'l
if (directions(i) == l¡

errors2 = [errors2 errors(i)],
9ains2 = [gains2 gains(i)];

elseif (directions(i) == 3)
errors3 = [errors3 errors(i)];
9ains3 = lgains3 gains(i)];

elseif (directions(i) == 4)
errors4 = [errors4 errors(i)];
gains4 = [gains4 gains(i)];

elseif (directions(i) == 6¡
errors$ = ferrors6 enors(i)];
9ains6 = [gains6 gains(i)];

elseif (directions(i) == 7)
errorsT = [errorsT errors(i)];
gains7 = [gainsT gains(i)];

elseif (directions(i) == 6¡
errorsS = [errorsS enors(i)];
gains8 = [gains8 gains(i)];

end
end

% figure
% subplot(3,2,1)
% plot([1 : 1 : length(errors2)],enors2)
% title('Movement Errors - direction 2')
% gtid
% subplot(3,2,2)
% plot([1 : 1 : length(errors3)],errors3)
% title('Movement Errors - direction 3')
o/o grid
% subplot(3,2,3)
% plot([1 : 1 :length(errors4)],errors4)
% title('Movement Errors - direction 4')
% grid
% subplot(3,2,4)
% plot([1 : 1 :length(errors6)],enors6)
% title('Movement Errors - direction 6')
% grid
% subplot(3,2,5)
% plot([1 : 1 : length(errorsT)],enors7)
% title('Movement Errors - direction 7')
o/o grid
% subplot(3,2,6)
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% plot([1 : 1 :length(errors8)],errors8)
% title('Movement Errors - direction B')
% grid

mean2 = mean(errors2);
mean3 = mean(errors3);
mean4 = mean(errors4);
mean6 = mean(errors6);
meanT = mean(errorsT);
meanB = mean(errors8);

errorVector = errors-mean(errors);
ga¡nVector = gains-mean(gains);
Cl = (2/sqrt(length(errors)))-ones(1,81);

IC,LAGSI = xcorr(gainVector,gainVector,40);
G0 = max(C);
C = C/GO;
% figure
% plot(LAGS,C,'b-', LAGS,CI,'r-', LAGS,-Cl,'r-')
% title('Overall Gain/Gain Conelation')
o/o 

Qrid
IC,LAGS] = xcorr(errorVector,errorVector,40) ;

E0 = max(C);
C = C/E0;
figure;subplot(2, I, 1 )
plot(LAGS,C,'b-',LAGS,Cl,'r-',LAGS,-Cl,'r-')
title('Overall Error/Error Correlation')
grid

[C, LAGS] = xcorr(errorVector,gainVector,40);
C = C/(sqrt(c0.E0));
subplot(2,1 ,2)
p I ot( LAG S, C,' b-', LAG S, C l,' r-', LAGS,-C l,' r-')
title('Overall Error/Gain Correlation')
grid

erroùector = errors2-mean(errors2);
gainvector = gains2-mean(gains2);
Cl = (2/sqrt(length(errors2)))-ones(1,81 );
IC,LAGS] = xcorr(gainVector,gainVector,40);
G0 = max(C);
C = C/GO;
% figure
% p lot( L,AG S, C,'b-', LAG S, C l,' rr, LAGS,-C l,' r-')
% title('Gain/Gain Correlation 2')
o/o 

Qrid
tC, LAGSI = xcorr(errorVector,errorVector,40) ;

E0 = max(C);
C = C/E0,
figure;subplot(2, 1, 1 )
p I ot( LAGS, C,'b-', LAGS, C l,' r-', LAG S, -C l,' r-')
title('Error/Error Correlation 2')
grid

[C, LAGS] = xcorr(erroùector,gainVector,40);
C = ci(sqrt(Go-Eo));
subplot(2,1 ,2)
p I ot( LAG S, C,' b-', LAG S, C l,'r-', LAG S,-C l,' r-')
title('Error/Gain Correlation 2')
grid

errorVector = errors3-mean(enors3);
gainVector = gains3-mean(gains3);
Cl = (2/sqrt(length(errors3)))*ones(1,81 );
IC,LAGS] = xcorr(gainVector,gainVector,40);
G0 = max(C);
C = C/GO;
% figure
% plot(LAGS,C,'b-',LAGS,Cl,'r-',LAGS,-Cl,'r-')
% title('Gain/Gain Correlation 3')
o/o 

Qrid
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[C, LAGS] = xcorr(errorVector, errorVector,40) ;

E0 = max(C);
C = C/EO;
figure;subplot(2,1, 1 )
p I ot( LAG S, C,' b-', LAGS, C l,' r-', LAG S, -C l,' r-')
title('Enor/Error Correlation 3')
grid

[C, LAGS] = xcorr(errorVector,gainVector,40);
C = C/(sqrt(co.Eo));
subplot(2,1,2)
plot(LAGS,C,'b-', LAGS,CI,'r-', LAGS,-Cl,'r-')
title('Enor/Gain Correlation 3')
grid

errorvector = errors4-mean(errors4);
gainVector = gains4-mean(gains4);
Cl = (2/sqrt(length(enors4)))*ones(1,81);

IC,LAGS] = xcorr(gainVector, gainVector,40);
G0 = max(C);
C = C/Go,
o/o figure
% p I ot( LAG S, C,' br, LAG S, C l,' r-', LAG S, -C l,' r-')
% title('Gain/Gain Correlation 4')
o/. grid

[C, LAGS] = xcorr(errorVector,errorVector,40) ;

E0 = max(C);
C = C/EO;
figure;subplot(2,1,1 )
plot(LAGS,C,'b-',LAGS,Cl,'r-', LAGS,-Cl,'r-')
title('Error/Error Correlation 4')
grid

[C, LAGS] = xcorr(errorVector,gainVector,40);
C = Ci(sqrt(G0-E0));
subplot(2,1,2)
plot(LAGS,C,'b-',LAGS,Cl,'r-', LAGS,-Cl,'r-')
title('Error/Gain Conelation 4')
grid

erroùector = errors6-mean(errors6);
gainvector = gains6-mean(gains6);
Cl = (2/sqrt(length(enors6)))*ones(1,81);
IC,LAGSI = xcorr(gainVector,gainVector,40);
G0 = max(C);
C = C/GO;
%o figure
% p I ot( LAGS, C,' b-', LAGS, C l,' r-', LAG S,-C l,' r-')
% title('GainiGa¡n Correlation 6')
% grid

[C, LAGS] = xcorr(errorVector,errorvector,40) ;

E0 = max(C);
C = C/EO;
fìgure;subplot(2, 1, 1 )
p lot( LAGS, C,' b-', LAG S, C l,' r-', LAGS, -C l,' r-')
title('Enor/Enor Correlation 6')
grid

[C, LAGS] = xcorr(errorVector,gainVector,40);
C = Ci(sqrt(G0"80));
subplot(2,1,2)
plot( LAGS, C,' b-', LAG S, C l,'r-', LAGS, -C l,' r-')
title('Enor/Gain Correlation 6')
grid

errorVector = errorsT-mean(erorsT);
gainVector = gainsT-mean(gainsT);
Cl = (2/sqrt(length(enorsT)))-ones(1,81 );
[C,LAGS] = xcorr(gainVector,gainVector,40);
G0 = max(C);
C = C/G0;
% figure
% plot( LAG S, C,' b-', LAG S, C l,' r-', LAGS,-C l,' r-')
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% title('Gain/Gain Correlation 7')
% grid

[C,LAGS] = xcorr(errorVector,errorVector,40);
E0 = max(C);
C = C/EO;
figure;subplot(2,1, 1 )
plot(LAGS,C,'b-',LAGS,C l,'r-', LAGS,-Cl,'r-')
title('Error/Error Correlation 7')
grid

[C,LAGS] = xcorr(errorVector,gainvector,40);
C = c/(sqrt(c0-EO));
subploi(2,1,2)
plot(LAGS,C,'b-',LAGS,Cl,'r-', LAGS,-Cl,'r-')
title('Error/Gain Correlation 7')
grid

errorVector = errorsS-mean(errorsS);
gainVector = gainsS-mean(gainsS);
Cl = (2/sqrt(length(errors8)))-ones(1 ,81 );
[C,LAGS] = xcorr(gainVector,gainVector,40);
G0 = max(C);
C = C/GO;
% figure
% plot(LAGS,C,'b-', LAGS,CI,'r-',LAGS,-Cl,'Ê')
% title('Gain/Gain Correlation 8')
% grid

tC,LAGSI = xcorr(errorVector,errorvector,40);
E0 = max(C);
C = C/E0;
figure;subplot(2,1,1 )
p I ot( LAGS, C,' b-', LAGS, C l,' r-', LAG S, -C l,' r-')
iitle('Enor/Error Correlation 8')
grid

[C, LAGS] = xcorr(errorvector, gainVector,40) ;

c = C/(sqrt(Go.Eo));
subplot(2,1,2)
plot(LAGS,C,'b-',LAGS,Cl,'r-', LAGS,-Cl,'r-')
title('Error/Gain Correlation 8')
grid
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